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In this thesis we discuss quantum Hall effects in bilayer graphene and other

novel two-dimensional electron systems, focusing on the interplay between

nontrivial Fermi surface topology and electron-electron interactions. In the

first chapter I will give a brief introduction to some aspects of the quantum

Hall effects.

The second chapter discusses the physics in bilayer graphene in the ab-

sence of external magnetic fields. The first half discusses the band gap opening

and trigonal warping effects in its bandstructure, and the second half focuses

on the insulating ground state that results from electron-electron interactions.

The third chapter discusses the single-particle Landau level structure

in bilayer graphene. We will see that when both the band gap and trigonal

warping effects are present, the highest Landau level in the valence band is
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three-fold degenerate at small magnetic fields. As the field increases, the three

fold degeneracy is lifted and the Landau level structure gradually reduces to

that in the absence of trigonal warping effects. At the end of the chapter we

will demonstrate a formalism to map the momentum distribution of the single-

particle Landau level structure. Such a mapping will give valuable information

about the single-particle bandstructure.

The fourth chapter deals with electron-electron interactions in the in-

teger quantum Hall regime, where there is no fractional filling of the orbital

degrees of freedom. In such a regime, the effect of electron-electron interac-

tions often leads to spontaneous ordering of the internal degrees of freedom,

such as spin, layer and valley. The first part of the chapter will establish the

general formalism of Hartree-Fock theory in the quantum Hall regime, and

then a specific theory for gapped bilayer graphene with trigonal warping ef-

fects is constructed. The resulting ground states are analyzed in the last part

of the chapter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this document I will describe theories and their connections to the

experimental observations in the quantum Hall regime of bilayer graphene and

other two-dimensional electron systems. These novel two-dimensional electron

systems provide us with a much richer arena to explore quantum Hall physics

than traditional GaAs quantum wells, because we have multiple ways to tai-

lor the single-particle bandstructure. For example, we are able to tune the

bandstructure externally by gates or strain. Also, we can manipulate various

internal degrees like spin, valley and layer. Finally we can even make het-

erostructures out of monolayer building blocks. All these possibilities enable

us to engineer new effective interactions among the carries, which will lead to

possible new phases of matter in the quantum Hall regime.

1.1 Structure and outline

In this section I will briefly summarize the structure of each chapter.

Chapter 2 discusses the properties of bilayer graphene in the absence

of external magnetic fields. After a brief introductory discussion of monolayer

graphene, the single-particle bandstructure of bilayer graphene is presented.

1



The mainly focus is on the band gap opening by an external electric field,

and the trigonal-warping effects that become important at low energies. The

second part of this chapter contains results from my recent publication [30],

where I will discuss how electron-electron interactions in clean bilayer graphene

samples can give rise to an insulating ground state at zero temperature, and

how such a state is destroyed by thermal excitations when temperature is in-

creased. Such discussions are not only interesting in their own right, but also

familiarize the readers with Hartree-Fock theory of electron-electron interac-

tions, which are essential in the discussions of quantum Hall ferromagnetism

in Chapter 4.

Chapter 3 discusses the single-particle Landau level structure of mono-

layer and bilayer graphene. In this chapter I first use monolayer graphene and

monolayer molybdenum disulfide as examples to show how to compute the

Landau level structure in a family of two-dimensional electron systems. I will

then focus on the Landau level structure in bilayer graphene, and discuss how

band gap opening and trigonal warping effects modify the Landau level struc-

ture. In particular, when both effects are present, the Landau level structure

cannot be easily written in a closed form. In such cases, I will show how to

use numerical methods to solve the Landau levels. The last part of the chap-

ter discusses how to map the momentum distributions of the single-particle

Landau level structure by making projections onto the coherent states. We

will see that such mappings provide valuable information of the Landau level

structure.

2



Chapter 4 discusses the effect of electron-electron interactions in the

integer quantum Hall regime. This chapter mainly contains unpublished work.

It starts with an illustration of how to construct the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian

for electron-electron interactions in the integer quantum Hall regime. This

general formalism is then applied to establish a theory for gapped bilayer

graphene with trigonal warping effects. The results and their implications for

the experiments are discussed in the last section of the chapter.

3



Chapter 2

Material consideration: Few-layer graphene

In this chapter we are going to review the physics of neutral bilayer

graphene and its ABC-stacked multilayer cousins [28, 38,70,74]. They are at-

tractive platforms for unconventional two-dimensional electron system physics

because flat bare bands cross near their Fermi levels, and because order induces

large momentum-space Berry curvatures in their quasiparticle bands. In the

first half of the chapter we will review its single-particle bandstructure, includ-

ing trigonal warping effects, and band gap opening by external electric field.

In the second half we will use mean-field theory to demonstrate how electron-

electron interaction will drive neutral bilayer graphene into an insulating state

at very low temperatures. This discussion will familiarize the readers with

Hartree-Fock approximation of electron-electron interactions, which is the key

to develop the theory of quantum Hall ferromagnetism.

2.1 Bandstructure of monolayer graphene

2.1.1 Lattice structure of monolayer graphene

The lattice structure of monolayer graphene is shown in Fig. 2.1(a).

The unit cell of monolayer graphene contains two inequivalent atoms, labelled

4



trino” billiards !Berry and Modragon, 1987; Miao et al.,
2007". It has also been suggested that Coulomb interac-
tions are considerably enhanced in smaller geometries,
such as graphene quantum dots !Milton Pereira et al.,
2007", leading to unusual Coulomb blockade effects
!Geim and Novoselov, 2007" and perhaps to magnetic
phenomena such as the Kondo effect. The transport
properties of graphene allow for their use in a plethora
of applications ranging from single molecule detection
!Schedin et al., 2007; Wehling et al., 2008" to spin injec-
tion !Cho et al., 2007; Hill et al., 2007; Ohishi et al., 2007;
Tombros et al., 2007".

Because of its unusual structural and electronic flex-
ibility, graphene can be tailored chemically and/or struc-
turally in many different ways: deposition of metal at-
oms !Calandra and Mauri, 2007; Uchoa et al., 2008" or
molecules !Schedin et al., 2007; Leenaerts et al., 2008;
Wehling et al., 2008" on top; intercalation #as done in
graphite intercalated compounds !Dresselhaus et al.,
1983; Tanuma and Kamimura, 1985; Dresselhaus and
Dresselhaus, 2002"$; incorporation of nitrogen and/or
boron in its structure !Martins et al., 2007; Peres,
Klironomos, Tsai, et al., 2007" #in analogy with what has
been done in nanotubes !Stephan et al., 1994"$; and using
different substrates that modify the electronic structure
!Calizo et al., 2007; Giovannetti et al., 2007; Varchon et
al., 2007; Zhou et al., 2007; Das et al., 2008; Faugeras et
al., 2008". The control of graphene properties can be
extended in new directions allowing for the creation of
graphene-based systems with magnetic and supercon-
ducting properties !Uchoa and Castro Neto, 2007" that
are unique in their 2D properties. Although the
graphene field is still in its infancy, the scientific and
technological possibilities of this new material seem to
be unlimited. The understanding and control of this ma-
terial’s properties can open doors for a new frontier in
electronics. As the current status of the experiment and
potential applications have recently been reviewed
!Geim and Novoselov, 2007", in this paper we concen-
trate on the theory and more technical aspects of elec-
tronic properties with this exciting new material.

II. ELEMENTARY ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF
GRAPHENE

A. Single layer: Tight-binding approach

Graphene is made out of carbon atoms arranged in
hexagonal structure, as shown in Fig. 2. The structure
can be seen as a triangular lattice with a basis of two
atoms per unit cell. The lattice vectors can be written as

a1 =
a
2

!3,%3", a2 =
a
2

!3,− %3" , !1"

where a&1.42 Å is the carbon-carbon distance. The
reciprocal-lattice vectors are given by

b1 =
2!

3a
!1,%3", b2 =

2!

3a
!1,− %3" . !2"

Of particular importance for the physics of graphene are
the two points K and K! at the corners of the graphene
Brillouin zone !BZ". These are named Dirac points for
reasons that will become clear later. Their positions in
momentum space are given by

K = '2!

3a
,

2!

3%3a
(, K! = '2!

3a
,−

2!

3%3a
( . !3"

The three nearest-neighbor vectors in real space are
given by

!1 =
a
2

!1,%3" !2 =
a
2

!1,− %3" "3 = − a!1,0" !4"

while the six second-nearest neighbors are located at
"1!= ±a1, "2!= ±a2, "3!= ± !a2−a1".

The tight-binding Hamiltonian for electrons in
graphene considering that electrons can hop to both
nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor atoms has the form
!we use units such that #=1"

H = − t )
*i,j+,$

!a$,i
† b$,j + H.c."

− t! )
**i,j++,$

!a$,i
† a$,j + b$,i

† b$,j + H.c." , !5"

where ai,$ !ai,$
† " annihilates !creates" an electron with

spin $ !$= ↑ , ↓ " on site Ri on sublattice A !an equiva-
lent definition is used for sublattice B", t!&2.8 eV" is the
nearest-neighbor hopping energy !hopping between dif-
ferent sublattices", and t! is the next nearest-neighbor
hopping energy1 !hopping in the same sublattice". The
energy bands derived from this Hamiltonian have the
form !Wallace, 1947"

E±!k" = ± t%3 + f!k" − t!f!k" ,

1The value of t! is not well known but ab initio calculations
!Reich et al., 2002" find 0.02t% t!%0.2t depending on the tight-
binding parametrization. These calculations also include the
effect of a third-nearest-neighbors hopping, which has a value
of around 0.07 eV. A tight-binding fit to cyclotron resonance
experiments !Deacon et al., 2007" finds t!&0.1 eV.
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FIG. 2. !Color online" Honeycomb lattice and its Brillouin
zone. Left: lattice structure of graphene, made out of two in-
terpenetrating triangular lattices !a1 and a2 are the lattice unit
vectors, and "i, i=1,2 ,3 are the nearest-neighbor vectors".
Right: corresponding Brillouin zone. The Dirac cones are lo-
cated at the K and K! points.
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(a) (b) (c)

in Section 2.2) and the next-nearest neighbor hops with vectors like ~R0 and transfer
integral t0 are trivially the same as in the monolayer case, so we concentrate
on describing the various interlayer couplings, which are illustrated in Figure 27(a).
The most important interlayer coupling is the dimer bond between the Au and Bl

lattice sites. The strength of this coupling is parametrized by the transfer integral !1,
and since there is no projection of the vector connecting these two lattice sites on the
xy plane, there is no momentum dependence in the matrix element. The next-nearest
neighbor interlayer couplings are the Al$Bu hops parametrized by !3, and the
Al$Au and Bl$Bu hops parameterized by !4. In each case, the momentum
dependence is the same function f ð ~kÞ as for the intralayer nearest neighbor hops.
Finally, the presence of the dimer bond may induce an additional asymmetry
between the two sublattices within each layer, which we account for this by including
the parameter D. Therefore, the tight-binding Hamiltonian for the " bands of neutral
bilayer graphene can be written as

H" ¼

t0gð ~kÞ !3 f ð ~kÞ !4 f ð ~kÞ
$

tf ð ~kÞ
$

!3 f ð ~kÞ
$

t0gð ~kÞ tf ð ~kÞ !4 f ð ~kÞ
!4 f ð ~kÞ tf ð ~kÞ

$
Dþ t0gð ~kÞ !1

tf ð ~kÞ !4 f ð ~kÞ
$

!1 Dþ t0gð ~kÞ

0

BBBB@

1

CCCCA
, ð37Þ

where f ð ~kÞ ¼
P3

i¼1 expði ~k & ~RiÞ, gð ~kÞ ¼
P6

i¼1 expði ~k & ~R 0iÞ, and the superscript asterisk
denotes complex conjugation. The values of the transfer matrix elements which
appear in the Hamiltonian are still controversial. It seems that they may vary
between exfoliated and epitaxial graphene, and theoretical calculations do not
currently agree completely with experimental measurement. In Table 1 we collect the
values as currently known. The most thorough experimental determination of
the tight-binding parameters was carried out by Kuzmenko et al. [164], who used
infra-red spectroscopy to compare detailed reflection spectra with the predictions
of the tight-binding model. They fitted their data to nine free parameters, including
the four tight-binding parameters shown in Table 1, the interlayer gap, scattering
rate, temperature and position of the charge-neutrality point. The spectrum

γ
3

γ
4

t

t
γ
1

R

R

(b)(a)

j

Figure 27. (a) Designation of couplings in the tight-binding model of bilayer graphene.
Intralayer couplings are the nearest neighbor (A$B) with energy t, and the next-nearest
neighbor (A$A and B$B) with energy t0. Interlayer couplings are Au$Bl with energy !1; Al

$Bu with energy !3; and Au$Al and Bu $Bl with energy !4. (b) Illustration of the twelve
nearest and next-nearest neighbor lattice sites about site j. The vectors R and R0 appear in the
tight-binding formalism.
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Figure 2.1: (a) Lattice structure of monolayer graphene. (b) Brillouin zone
of both monolayer and bilayer graphene. These two figures are adapted from
Ref. [4]. (c) Lattice structure of AB-stacked bilayer graphene. This figure is
adapted from Ref. [1].

by A and B. The lattice vector can be written as

a1 =
a

2
(3,
√

3), a2 =
a

2
(3,−

√
3), (2.1)

where a = 1.42 Å is the carbon-carbon distance. The three nearest neighbors

vectors in real-space are given by

δ1 =
a

2
(1,
√

3), δ2 =
a

2
(1,−

√
3), δ3 = −a(1, 0). (2.2)

The Brillouin zone of monolayer graphene is shown in Fig. 2.1(b), and

the reciprocal lattice vectors are

b1 =
2π

3a
(1,
√

3), b2 =
2π

3a
(1,−

√
3). (2.3)

The K and K ′ points in the Brillouin zone are of particular importance in the

low-energy physics in monolayer graphene. They are called the Dirac points

for reasons that will become clear later. Their coordinates in the momentum

space are given by

K =
2π

3
√

3a
(
√

3, 1), K ′ =
2π

3
√

3a
(
√

3,−1). (2.4)
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2.1.2 Tight-binding Hamiltonian

The tight-binding Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene is given by

H = −t
∑
〈i,j〉,σ

(
a†iσbjσ + H.c.

)
− t′

∑
〈〈i,j〉〉,σ

(
a†iσajσ + b†iσbjσ + H.c.

)
, (2.5)

where aiσ(a†iσ) annihilates (creates) an electron with spin σ(σ =↑, ↓) on site Ri

in sublattice A, and an equivalent definition is used for sublattice B. t = 2.8 eV

is the energy for hopping between the nearest neighbors, while t′ ' 0.1t is the

energy for hopping between next-nearest neighbors [4]. If we ignore this next-

nearest neighbor hopping term, the Hamiltonian for monolayer graphene can

be written in the momentum space as

H =
∑
k,σ

(
a†kσ b†kσ

)( 0 −tfk
−tf ∗k 0

)(
akσ
bkσ

)
, (2.6)

where we have defined

fk = eik·δ1 + eik·δ2 + eik·δ3 = e−ix + e
i
(

x
2
+
√
3

2
y
)

+ e
i
(

x
2
−
√
3

2
y
)
. (2.7)

The energy bands derived from the above model have the following form

E±(k) = ±t

√√√√3 + 2 cos(
√

3aky) + 4 cos

(
3

2
akx

)
cos

(√
3

2
aky

)
. (2.8)

A plot of the monolayer graphene bandstructure is given in Fig. 2.2.

We can see that the low energy states locate near the K and K ′ points in the

Brillouin zone, and the band dispersion is linear in this region.
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K K'
-3

-1

1

3

E/
t

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.2: Bandstructure of monolayer graphene. (a) Full three-dimensional
illustration. (b) A two-dimensional cut, showing the linear dispersion near
valley K and K ′.

2.1.3 The continuum limit

In fact, we can explicitly demonstrate that the band dispersion is linear

near the two valleys. To begin with, we define x = akx, y = aky and assume

they are both small. In this case we can expand the exponential functions up

to linear in x and y, and obtain

f(τK + k) ' eiτ2π/3
[
1 +

i

2
(x+

√
3y)

]
+ e−iτ2π/3

[
1 +

i

2
(x−

√
3y)

]
+ (1− ix)

=
(
1 + eiτ2π/3 + e−iτ2π/3

)
+

√
3i

2
y
(
eiτ2π/3 − e−iτ2π/3

)

7



+
i

2
x
(
eiτ2π/3 + e−iτ2π/3 − 2

)
= 0− 3

2
ix− 3

2
τy = −3

2
(τy + ix) = −3a

2
(τky + ikx). (2.9)

Therefore we have arrived at the low-energy continuum model of monolayer

graphene, given by

H = ~v
(

0 τkx + iky
τkx − iky 0

)
, (2.10)

where we have defined the Fermi velocity v = 3at/2~ = 1.0 × 106 m/s, and

rotated the coordinate system by π/2. Such a continuum model is widely used

in the literature.

2.2 Bandstructure of bilayer graphene

2.2.1 Lattice structure and tight-binding Hamiltonian

When we stack two layers of graphene on top of each other, we will ob-

tain two different structures, i.e., AA-stacked and AB-stacked bilayer graphene.

We will only discuss AB-stacked bilayer graphene in this thesis. The lattice

structure of AB-stacked bilayer graphene is shown in Fig. 2.1(c). In this struc-

ture, each unit cell contains four different atoms, which we call A1, B1, A2 and

B2. They represent, respectively, the atoms on the A and B sublattice of layer

1 and layer 2. These two layers are stacked in such a way that A1 atoms are

directly on top of the B2 atoms. We can write down a tight-binding model for

AB-stacked bilayer graphene as follows [4],

H = −γ0
∑
〈i,j〉,l,σ

(
a†m,i,σbm,j,σ + H.c.

)
− γ1

∑
j,σ

(
a†1,j,σa2,j,σ + H.c.

)
(2.11)
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− γ4
∑
j,σ

(
a†1,j,σb2,j,σ + a†2,j,σb1,j,σ + H.c.

)
− γ3

∑
j,σ

(
b†1,j,σb2,j,σ + H.c.

)
.

In the above model, we use the graphite nomenclature for the various hopping

parameters in bilayer graphene. As shown in Fig. 2.1(c), γ0 = t is the in-plane

hopping energy; γ1 = 0.4 eV is the hopping energy between atoms A1 and B2;

γ4 ' 0.04 eV is the hopping energy between atoms A1(B1) and atom A2(B2);

and finally, γ3 ' 0.3 eV connects A2 and B1. For a detailed discussion on the

exact values of these parameters, we refer the readers to Ref. [1].

2.2.2 Continuum model for bilayer graphene

Similar to monolayer graphene, we can also obtain a continuum de-

scription of bilayer graphene, which is valid for states near the two valleys.

This four-band description of bilayer graphene is given by [1, 37]

H = τz


u
2

v3π v4π
† v0π

†

v3π
† −u

2
v0π v4π

v4π v0π
† −u

2
+ τz∆ τzγ1

v0π v4π
† τzγ1

u
2

+ τz∆

 . (2.12)

In the above model, π = πx + iπy, τz = ±1 labels the two valleys, and u is

the on-site energy difference between the two layers. ∆ ' 0.015 eV represent

the asymmetry between the two sublattices within each layer, which arises

due to the presence of the dimer bond [1]. The various velocities that appear

in the above model are converted from the corresponding hopping energies as

vi = 3aγi/2~. We note further that the basis of the above Hamiltonian is

different between the two valleys. For τz = +1, the basis states are A, B̃, Ã,

and B, where Ã denotes an A atom in the top layer, etc. On the other hand,

9



for τz = −1, the basis states are B̃, A, B, Ã.

Sometimes it is difficult to directly deal with this four-band model, and

a low-energy two-band description for bilayer graphene is desired. Such an

effective Hamiltonian is given by [1, 37]

H2 = − 1

2m

(
0 (π†)2

π2 0

)
+ hw + ha, hw = τzv3

(
0 π
π† 0

)
,

ha = τzu

[
1

2

(
1 0
0 −1

)
− v2

γ21

(
π†π 0
0 −ππ†

)]
, (2.13)

where we have defined m = γ1/2v
2, and neglected the v4 and ∆ terms. If we

let ~vkx/γ1 = x and ~vky/γ1 = y, the above two-band model can be rewritten

conveniently as

H2/γ1 =

(
ū
(
1
2
− r2

)
λ̄(x+ iy)− (x− iy)2

λ̄(x− iy)− (x+ iy)2 −ū
(
1
2
− r2

) )
, (2.14)

where r2 = x2 + y2, ū = τzu/γ1, λ̄ = τzv3/v.

2.2.3 Bandstructure of pristine bilayer graphene

The bandstructure of bilayer graphene is shown in Fig. 2.3(a). In

the simplest case, with γ3 = γ4 = ∆ = 0, the spectrum near the K point is

quadratic,

E = χ

√
v20p

2 + γ21/2 + αγ1

√
v2p2 + γ21/4, (2.15)

where χ = ±1 refers to the conduction and valence band, and α = ±1 to the

low-energy and split branches, as illustrated in Fig. 2.3(b). A cross-over to

a linear spectrum occurs at p ' γ1/2v0, corresponding to an electron density

10



associated with this Hamiltonian is shown in Figure 28, where we have taken the
tight-binding parameters given by Zhang et al. [165].

Mucha-Kruczyński et al. [170] have proposed a method for determining the size
and sign of various tight-binding parameters by utilizing angle-resolved photoemis-
sion spectroscopy (ARPES) data. Variation of the intensity of constant energy maps
reveal the wave function symmetry due to trigonal warping, band gaps and intralayer
site asymmetry. The location of the bottom of the split band immediately gives the size
of the interlayer coupling !1, and for energies greater than !1, the relative intensity of
the signal from the low-energy and split bands determines the sign of this parameter.
The magnitude and direction of the trigonal warping of the low-energy band structure
are set by the ratio !3/!1, so once !1 is accurately known, the analysis of the constant

Table 1. Tight-binding parameters for bilayer graphene, given in eV.

t! ! !1 !3 !4 D

Kuzmenko [147] (IR spec.) 0.378
(0.005)

0.015
(0.005)

Kuzmenko [164] (IR spec.) 3.16
(0.03)

0.381
(0.003)

0.38
(0.06)

0.14
(0.03)

0.022
(0.003)

Zhang [165] (IR spec.) 3.0 0.40 0.3 0.15 0.018
Malard [166] (Raman) 2.9 0.30 0.10 0.12
Malard [167] (Raman) 3.0 0.35 0.13 0.13
Min [168] (ab initio) 2.6 "0.34 0.3
Gava [169] (ab initio) #3.4013 0.3963 0.3301 0.1671

Notes: Methods of determination of the parameters include infra-red spectroscopy (IR spec.),
Raman spectroscopy (Raman), and ab initio density functional theory calculations (ab initio).
Note that Min et al. claim that !1 varies slightly with the interlayer potential U. Bracketed
values are stated uncertainties.
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Figure 28. (a) The " bands in bilayer graphene along the high symmetry directions. The tight-
binding parameters are taken from Zhang [165]. We have ignored the intra-plane next-nearest
neighbor hopping parametrized by t0 (i.e. we have set t0¼ 0). (b) The low-energy spectrum
for ky¼ 0 in the nearest neighbor tight-binding model, (i.e. for !3¼ !4¼ t0¼D¼ 0). The bands
are labelled by the pair of values (#,$) (Equation (39)). The higher energy bands ($¼ 1)
are split by !1 from the low-energy bands ($¼#1), which are degenerate exactly at the K
point. In this case, all four bands are isotropic.
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Figure 2.3: (a) Bandstructure of pristine bilayer graphene along the high sym-
metry directions. The parameters are taken from Ref. [77]. (b) Full three-
dimensional illustration. (b) The low-energy spectrum of bilayer graphene in
the limit of γ3 = γ4 = ∆ = 0. The bands are labeled by the pair of values
(χ, α) in Eq. (2.15). This figure is adapted from Ref. [1].

nlin ' γ21/(4π~2v20) ' 4 × 1012 cm−2 and an energy of γ1/5 [37]. This density

is lower than the one at which the higher energy band becomes occupied,

n(2) ' 2γ21/(π~2v20) ' 8nlin [37].

We also would like to understand the roles of γ4 and ∆. Their effects

on the bandstructure are shown in Fig. 2.4. We find that γ4 introduces an

electron-hole asymmetry, while ∆ increases the conduction band energy near

the K point. At larger momentum (kxa ∼ 0.1), however, these two effects

cancel each other, leaving the bandstructure unchanged.

2.2.4 Trigonal warping effects

The next-nearest neighbor couplings may become important at low

energies. In fact the direct coupling between atomic sites not involved in the
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The effects of the interlayer hop parametrized by !4, and the onsite assymmetry D
is shown in Figure 29, where we plot numerical solutions of the Hamiltonian
in Equation (38) with !3¼ t0¼ 0, and various values of !4 and D. We see that !4
introduces a small electron–hole asymmetry, and that D increases the conduction
band energy near the K point. The combined effect is shown in the third panel
of Figure 29. At larger momentum (kxa" 0.1), the combined effects of !4 and
D cancel, leaving the bands almost unchanged.

Note that in this section, the overlap matrix has been neglected (see, e.g. Mucha-
Kruczyński et al. [170], or the book by Saito et al. [13]). This has an effect on the
band structure, including introducing an asymmetry between the electron and hole
bands, although only minimal effect is observed on the low-energy part near the K
points.

An analysis of the real space Green’s function of bilayer graphene near the K
points has been carried out by Wang et al. [171]. They derive analytical expressions
for the Green’s function, and plot the local density of states (LDOS) to compare with
experimental scanning tunnelling microscopy images of bilayer flakes. They predict
that the lattice sites not involved in the dimer bonds have the highest electron density
for electrons with energy below the interlayer coupling !1. This is in contrast to
monolayer flakes where the two lattice sites are equivalent and the LDOS are
identical to each other. The difference in the LDOS, D"0(") is given by

D"0ð"Þ ¼
0 j"j4 !1 ,

S!1
2#t2

j"j5 !1 ,

8
<

:

where S ¼ 3
ffiffiffi
3
p

a2=2 is the area of the unit cell in real space.
Lopes dos Santos et al. [162] used the continuum limit of the tight-binding

formulation to consider the effect on the spectrum of a small rotation (parametrized
by the angle $) between the two graphene layers. The main consequence of the

–100
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E
ne

rg
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)

kxa kxa

g4 = 0.15, ∆ = 0 g4 = 0, ∆ = 0.018 g4 = 0.15, ∆ = 0.018

–0.1 0 0.1
kxa

–0.1 0 0.1

Figure 29. Detail of the effect of !4 and D (the intralayer site asymmetry induced by the
presence of the dimer bond) on the low-energy spectrum near the K point. In each case
the solid line represents the labelled tight-binding parameters with !3¼ t0¼ 0, and the dashed
lines correspond to !3¼ !4¼D¼ t0¼ 0. The kx momentum is measured from the K point,
and ky¼ 0 throughout.
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parameters with γ3 = 0, and the dashed lines correspond to γ3 = γ4 = ∆ = 0.
These parameters are all given in units of eV. The kx momentum is measured
from the K point, and ky = 0 throughout. This figure is adapted from Ref. [1].

where nlin is the density corresponding to the cross-over from the quadratic to the
linear spectrum, discussed after Equation (39). The trigonal warping has a substantial
effect on the low-energy transport properties of the bilayer.

3.2.3. Effective low-energy theory

In 2006, McCann and Falko [139] introduced a low-energy effective model for
bilayer graphene. In essence, it is an expansion of the Hamiltonian in the parameter
"/!1 which effectively excludes the atomic sites involved in the dimer bond. Starting
from the Hamiltonian in Equation (38), with !4¼ t0¼D¼ 0, and including the
interlayer bias U discussed in Section 3.3, four blocks can be identified:

H11 ¼ " U#z=2þ v3½#xpx $ #ypy%
! "

, H22 ¼ $"U#z=2þ !1#x,

H21 ¼ H12 ¼ "vð#xpx þ #ypyÞ:

The 4( 4 Green’s function associated with H" can also be split into 2( 2 blocks,
and the approach taken by McCann was to compute the block G11 involving only
the lower band states, and use it to identify the effective low-energy Hamiltonian.
In particular, using Gð0Þaa ¼ ðHaa $ $Þ$1,

G ¼ H" $ $
# $$1¼

Gð0Þ$111 H12

H21 Gð0Þ$122

 !$1
:

Simple evaluation of the equation GG$1¼ 1 gave

G$111 þ $ ¼ H11 $H12G
ð0Þ
22H21:
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Figure 30. (a) Effect of inclusion of trigonal warping (solid line) in spectrum. The dashed line
is for v3¼ 0. An asymmetry about kx¼ 0 is introduced, but electron–hole symmetry persists.
The inset shows the very low energy spectrum, and the band overlap of )2meV induced by
the trigonal warping. (b) Isoenergetic lines in momentum space for v3/v¼ 0.1. For E) 1meV
the Fermi surface splits into four pockets.
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the spectrum, but electron-hole symmetry persists. The inset shows the very
low energy spectrum, and the band overlap of about 2 meV is induced by the
trigonal warping. (b) Isoenergetic lines in momentum space for v3/v ' 0.1.
For E ' 1 meV, the Fermi surface splits into four pockets. This figure is
adapted from Ref. [1].
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dimer bond, parametrized by γ3 in Fig. 2.1(c), causes the low-energy spectrum

to become anisotropic. This effect is called the trigonal warping effect, and it

has a substantial effect on the low-energy properties of bilayer graphene.

A plot of the bandstructure in the trigonal warping regime is shown in

Fig. 2.5. We can see that in this regime, the band dispersion is asymmetric

about kx = 0, but the particle-hole symmetry is still present, because sublat-

tice symmetry is not broken. For small energies, a Lifshitz transition occurs

whereby the Fermi surface breaks into four different pockets: one central region

with area Ac ' πε2/(~v3)2 (ε is the band energy), and three elliptical regions

with area Al ' Ac/3. The center of the three elliptical regions are at momenta

with magnitude γ1v3/v
2 and angles 0, 2π/3, and 4π/3. The electron density at

which this Lifshitz transition occurs is nL ' (v3/v)2nlin ' 1×1011 cm−2, where

nlin is defined after Eq. (2.15). We further note that the Berry’s phase [62] of

the central pocket is −π, while that of each of the three side pockets is π, and

therefore preserving the overall Berry’s phase of 2π in bilayer graphene [46].

2.2.5 Band gap opening in pristine bilayer graphene

The symmetry governing the degeneracy of the highest valence and

lowest conduction bands at the K points in neutral bilayer graphene is the

inversion symmetry. If this symmetry is broken, then a gap is expected to ap-

pear in the low-energy spectrum. This breaking of symmetry can be modelled

within the tight-binding approximation by assuming that the two layers are

at different electrostatic potentials, so that the difference between them is pa-
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Figure 2.6: Band gap opening in bilayer graphene. The dashed line, solid blue
line, and solid red line represent u/γ1 = 0, 0.1, and 0.3, respectively.

rameterized by the energy u. This effect is included in the tight-binding model

in Eq. (2.12). A plot of bilayer graphene in the presence of interlayer bias is

shown in Fig. 2.6. We can see that for modest interlayer bias, a band gap

indeed appears at the K point, while the quadratic nature of the low-energy

dispersion is retained. However, for higher values of the bias, the quadratic

dispersion is replaced by a ‘Mexican hat’ dispersion [red solid line in Fig. 2.6].

The band dispersion in a minimum model is given by

E2 = v2p2 + γ21/2 + u2/4 + α
√
v2p2(u2 + γ21) + γ41/4, (2.16)

where α = +1 denotes the split bands, while α = −1 denotes the low-energy

bands. From this expression we find that the gap exactly at the K point is u,

while the minimum separation of the valence and conduction bands is

ũ =
γ1u√
u2 + γ21

, (2.17)
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which is located at a momentum of

p2 =
u2

4v20

u2 + 2γ21
u2 + γ21

. (2.18)

We find that for a bias up to u/γ1 ' 0.2, the band gap is still located at the K

point. Finally, in the above discussions we have treated the size of the gap as a

phenomenological parameter. In a real experiment, however, the bias potential

may not equal to the size of the gap, due to screening effects. Therefore, a

self-consistent calculation is needed to obtain the actual band gap. For more

discussions on this topic, we refer the readers to Ref. [1].

2.2.6 Band gap opening in the trigonal warping regime

Finally we would like to discuss the bandstructure of gapped bilayer

graphene with trigonal warping effects. We will see that in this case the

energy bands have a very rich structure.

Figure 2.7: Contour plot of the valence band in bilayer graphene, obtained
from a two-band model. Here we choose ū = −0.2 and v3/v = 0.1.
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Figure 2(c) shows G as a function of back- and top-gate
voltages VBG and VTG. Two horizontal dark blue stripes are
visible, indicating features that do not depend on the top-
gate voltage: they correspond to charge neutrality in the two
only back-gated regions, differing slightly in carrier den-
sity. The diagonal blue line relates to the conductance of a
sample region that depends on both top- and back-gate
voltages: it is the charge neutrality line of the dual-gated
region. This line defines the axis of the displacement field
D along which the voltage-induced asymmetry between top
and bottom layer of the BLG flake is changed. Along the
direction of the ngate axis, the density in the dual-gated
region can be independently changed at constant D. These
two axes cross at (Vð0Þ

BG, V
ð0Þ
TG) and the dark stripes define

four quadrants corresponding to different combinations of
carrier polarities inside or outside the dual-gated part.
Increasing D from (Vð0Þ

BG, V
ð0Þ
TG) decreases the conductance

by opening a band gap u, with larger u widening the
insulating (blue) region. In the following, we relate u andD
using the self-consistent calculation [11] described in the
Supplemental Material [12], since hopping via localized
states [7,14,15] obscures a direct measurement of the gap
using Arrhenius plots for the conductance.

The high quality of the device is revealed by its behavior
at strong magnetic fields B. As found in QHE studies, in
both two-terminal monolayer [16–18] and BLG [19]
devices, the quantized conductance, shown for our device

(a)

(c)

(d) (e)

(b)

FIG. 2 (color online). Characterization of the device. (a) Sche-
matics of the device: a bilayer graphene flake is transferred onto the
BNb (bottom) flake and contacted. The flake is then covered by
another h-BN layer (BNt, top), on top of which a metal top gate is
patterned. (b) Optical microscope image of the device. The Ohmic
contacts buried underBNt appear dark yellow, while the top gate is
highlighted in red. (c) Conductance map of the device (B ¼ 0 T,
T ¼ 1.6 K). The displacement field axis and the density axis of the
dual-gated area are shown, as well as the four regions of different
polarities. At high displacement field, the conductance through the
device is suppressed (a gap opens). (d) Conductancemapmeasured
at 6 T. (e) Normalized transconductance map at 6 T: in the unipolar
cases when ν < νlead, all the broken-symmetry states of the area
under the top gate are visible (parallel lines running right or left of
the displacement field axis). The red dashed line indicates the cut
along which the left Landau fan in Fig. 3(b) is measured.

FIG. 1 (color online). Bilayer graphene band structure. (a) The
whole Brillouin zone up to 3 eV from the neutrality point,
including low-energy bands (blue) and split bands (yellow).
(b) Valley K dispersion near the valence-band top in gapped
BLG. In valleys K and K0, the dispersion is inverted as a result of
time-reversal symmetry. Insets show characteristic cross sections
of ϵðpÞ discussed in the main text.

PRL 113, 116602 (2014) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T ER S
week ending
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Figure 2.8: Characteristic cross sections in the valence band dispersion in
bilayer graphene. This figure is adapted from Ref. [58].

The energy dispersion for the two-band model in Eq. (2.14) is given by

ε2 = (1 + ū2)r4 − 2λ̄r3 cos 3φ+ (λ̄2 − ū2)r2 +
ū2

4
, (2.19)

which is plotted in Fig. 2.7. We can see that the top of the valence band is

splitter into three separate pockets. When the energy is lowered, they undergo

a Lifshitz transition and becomes one piece. This is seen more clearly in

Fig. 2.8, where slices of the valence band dispersion are presented.

We now want to find out the location of the three separate Fermi pock-

ets and obtain a low-energy expansion near each point. For valley K(τz = +1),

the Fermi pockets locate at directions of φ = 0, 2π/3, and 4π/3, while for val-

ley K ′, the three Fermi pockets will occur at directions of φ = π/3, π, and

5π/3. Their radial distance from the center rc can be obtained by finding the
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minimum of Eq. (2.19) from the following equation,

2(ū2 + 1)r2c − 3λ̄rc + (λ̄2 − ū2) = 0, (2.20)

whose sole solution is

rc =
3λ̄+

√
9λ̄2 − 8(1 + ū2)(λ̄2 − ū2)

4(ū2 + 1)
. (2.21)

Note that this result holds for both valleys.

Now we can expand the energy dispersion near rc, and find that ε2 will

have the following form,

ε2 ≈ A + Br2, (2.22)

where the new r is now measured from rc, not from zero. The coefficient B is

B =
8ū4 − 8(λ̄2 − 1)ū2 + λ̄(λ̄+ 3

√
λ̄2 + 8ū2(1 + ū2 − λ̄2))

4(ū2 + 1)
, (2.23)

while the coefficient A is too complicated to show here. From the result in

Eq. (2.22), we can see that the low energy dispersion near these Fermi pockets

are like massive Dirac fermions, because terms linear in r vanishes exactly. We

will see later that this unusual bandstructure has very rich consequences in

the quantum Hall regime.

2.3 Spontaneous insulating ground states in bilayer graphene

In this section we are going to discuss the spontaneous insulating ground

states in bilayer graphene that have been observed at low temperatures in the
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experiments. We will first use mean-field theory to demonstrate that this insu-

lating state could arise due to electron-electron interactions. We further show

that as the temperature increases, this insulating state will disappear. We

then present two different estimates of this critical temperature and discuss

various aspects associated with the phase transition. Most of the results are

adapted from my work published in Ref. [30].

2.3.1 Introduction

Theoretical studies have identified a variety of potential broken sym-

metry states in neutral suspended bilayer graphene [7, 9, 17, 18, 21, 23, 25, 26,

31,36,41–44,49,51,53,54,56,57,65,66,70,71,73,75,78]. The band eigenstates

in bilayer graphene are equal weight coherent sums of components localized in

each layer, and have an interlayer phase that is strongly wavevector dependent.

When lattice-scale corrections to bilayer graphene’s massive Dirac model [4,37]

are neglected, the broken symmetry states predicted by mean-field theory have

a charged quasiparticle energy gap [41,42,70,73,75] and spontaneous layer po-

larization within each of the system’s four spin-valley flavors, each giving rise

to a quantized Hall contribution contribution with magnitude e2/h. Recent

experiments [13, 14, 24, 39, 50, 59, 60, 63, 64] appear to rule out a competing

family of nematic states [7, 26, 36, 57], which do not have a quasiparticle gap

and break rotational symmetry [10].

The theoretical expectation [18,41,44,65,70] is that among the gapped

broken symmetry states long-range Coulomb interactions should favor the sub-
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set with no overall layer-polarization. Recent experiments [14] utilize Zeeman

response to an in-plane magnetic field [71] to identify the ground state as ei-

ther a layer antiferromagnet [70] in which opposite spins have opposite layer

polarization, or a quantum spin Hall insulator [44, 70] in which layer polar-

ization changes when either spin or valley is reversed. (In mean-field theories

the former state is favored by lattice-scale exchange interactions [18].) In this

Letter we present a microscopic theory of domain walls in which the sense of

layer polarization of one flavor is reversed, focusing on the unusual properties

associated with the ordered states’ topological character. These domain walls

are expected to be present in disordered bilayer graphene samples because

they can be induced by spatial variation in the potential difference between

layers. They also proliferate thermally above an Ising phase transition temper-

ature, which we show is substantially suppressed relative to mean-field theory

estimates.

2.3.2 Continuum model mean-field theory

We first establish our notation by discussing uniform chiral symmetry

breaking in bilayer graphene in terms of the ordered state quasiparticle Hamil-

tonians [70] suggested by mean-field calculations and renormalization group

analyses [18, 31,41,42,49,71,73,75]:

HHF =
∑
kαβss′

c†kαs
[
h0 + hF

]
ckβs′ ,

h0 = −εk
[

cos(2φk)σαβx + sin(2φk)σαβy
]
δss′ , (2.24)

hF = −
[
V0 + Vzσ

αα
z σββz

]
∆βs′

αs .
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Here Greek letters label layer, s and s′ label spin, εk = (vSL~k)2/γ1 is the

band dispersion, vSL is the single-layer Dirac-model velocity, γ1 is the inter-

layer hopping energy, cotφk = τzkx/ky with τz = ±1 denoting valley K or

K ′, and V0,z = (Vs ± Vd)/2 is the sum and difference of the same (s) and dif-

ferent (d) layer interactions, which for convenience we assume to be short-

ranged. The order parameters ∆βs′
αs =A−1

∑
k〈c†kβs′ckαs〉f must be determined

self-consistently. Note that in using short-range interactions we are assuming

that the screened Coulomb interaction range is short relative to the short-

distance cut-off of the two-band continuum model, vSL~/γ1, but much larger

than the graphene lattice constant. The form used for the mean-field Hamil-

tonian in Eq. (2.24) has been simplified by noting that the mean-field ground

state has no net layer polarization, and that the mean-field interaction vertices

are diagonal in layer [71]. This Hamiltonian generates a family of states dif-

fering only in the flavor dependence of the sign of interaction-generated mass

terms proportional to mzσz. In this Letter we concentrate on domain walls

formed within a single flavor, reserving comments on the role of spin and valley

degrees-of-freedom to the end of the article.

The gap equation can be solved to yield an implicit solution for mz [59]:

1 = ν0Vs

∫ γ1

0

1

2ε
[f(−ε− µ)− f(ε− µ)]dε , (2.25)

where ν0 = γ1/(4π~2v2SL) is the band density-of-states per flavor, γ1 is the con-

tinuum model ultraviolet cutoff energy, µ is the Fermi energy, ε=
√
ε2k +m2

z,

and f(ε) = (1 + eε/kBT )−1 is the Fermi function. For charge-neutral bilayer
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Figure 2.9: (a) Schematic summary of our domain wall calculations. Two
domain walls are oriented along the y direction and the mass changes sign
along the x direction. (b)-(c) Typical mean-field solutions for mz(x) and mx(x)
variation across a domain wall. Note the different scales in (b) and (c). (d)
Energy spectrum of a model with sharp domain walls. The gray area is the
bulk continuum. Black and gray colors are used to distinguish chiral states
localized at the domain walls which propagate in opposite directions, while
solid and dashed lines are used to distinguish states with 〈σx〉< (>) 0. The
two black dots identify the states with E = ±|m0|/

√
2.

graphene and mz� γ1, we find that the quasiparticle gap is

2mz = 4γ1 exp(−2/Vsν0) (2.26)

at zero temperature, and that mz vanishes at T = TMF
c , where

TMF
c = eγmz/πkB, (2.27)

and γ is Euler’s constant [59].
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2.3.3 Microscopic theory of domain walls

We now consider the microscopic electronic structure of the domain

walls that separate regions with opposite layer-polarization signs. Because the

layer-pseudospin dependent term in the band Hamiltonian is not a small cor-

rection to an otherwise pseudospin independent Hamiltonian, it is immediately

clear that bilayer graphene domain walls are quite different from those of an or-

dinary easy-axis ferromagnet. In order to use periodic boundary conditions we

must, as illustrated in Fig. 2.9(a), allow for two adequately separated domain

walls along the direction in which we allow the sign of mass to change. We

use a plane-wave expansion method to solve the spatially inhomogeneous gap

equations. The interaction terms in the mean-field Hamiltonian are spatially

local and can be parameterized in terms of position dependent masses mi(x)

associated with the three Pauli matrices σi. For short-range interactions, their

plane-wave matrix elements are

mi(k
′
1, k1) =

Vs
2A

∑
fαβ,q

〈c†k′1+qx,qy ,ασ
αβ
i ck1+qx,qy ,β〉f , (2.28)

where i = x, y, z, and f labels filled quasiparticle states. Note that the mass

terms depend on k′1−k1 only, and that they are independent of the momentum

in the y direction. The inverse Fourier transform with respect to k′1 − k1

specifies mi(x).

The self-consistent mean-filed equations are readily solved in the pres-

ence of domain walls. Results for finite square simulation cells of side L

are summarized in Fig. 2.9 and Fig. 2.10. A typical result for the domain
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wall mz profile, plotted in Fig. 2.9(b), can be accurately fit to the form

mz(x) =m0 tanh[(x − x0)/
√

2ξ], where 2m0 is the quasiparticle gap and x0

is the position of the domain wall center. As illustrated in Fig. 2.10(c), the

energy cost of a domain wall EDW in our numerical calculation is accurately

proportional to L, indicating that finite-size effects are not playing a large role.

Fig 2.10(d) and (b) illustrate our finding that the domain wall energy per unit

length (the two-dimensional surface tension) J = EDW/L and the domain

wall width ξ have power-law dependences on the uniform system mass m0.

An unbiased fit of numerical results to J ∼ mα
0 and ξ ∼ mβ

0 yields α = 1.72

and β = −0.36. These values are close to expectations based on dimensional

analysis as we discuss later. We conclude that the surface tension increases

and the domain wall width decreases with increasing m0.

2.3.4 Interlayer coherence and domain walls

The band states of bilayer graphene are coherent combinations [37] of

top and bottom layer components with an interlayer phase φ that is twice

the momentum orientation angle φk. The mx and my pseudospin magneti-

zations of both gapped and ungapped states therefore vanish after summing

over momenta. As illustrated in Fig 2.9(c), our numerical calculations have

revealed that a finite net in-plane pseudospin magnetization develops inside

domain walls with a magnitude typically one order smaller than m0. The in-

plane pseudospin magnetization is oriented across the domain wall, i.e., in the

x-direction for the geometry we have chosen. Intriguingly, the sign of mx is
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Figure 2.10: Microscopic domain wall properties for square simulation cells
with side L and a uniform energy gap 2m0. In these figures, red dots are
numerical data, while the thin solid lines are power-law fits. (a) Condensation
energy Ec of bilayer graphene (in units γ1/µm2) as a function of m0. The
dashed line is obtained from microscopic calculations. (b) Domain wall width
ξ as a function of m0. (c) Domain wall energy EDW as a function of L. (d)
Domain wall surface tension J ≡ EDW/L (in units of γ1/0.1µm2) as a function
of m0. The dashed line is the Ginzburg-Landau theory prediction for the
domain wall surface tension. (e) and (f) Comparison of the collective (TDW

c )
and mean-field (TMF

c ) critical temperatures.

the same for both kink and anti-kink domain walls. The appearance of these

in-plane pseudospin components is a surprise since they are not an obvious

consequence of spatial dependence of mz. For example the uniform system mx

and my quasiparticle linear response to pseudospin fields in the ẑ direction,
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characterized by the response functions χxz(q) and χyz(q), both vanish iden-

tically. As we explain below, the appearance of a nonzero mx in the domain

walls is related to the topological character of the ordered states.

Near a domain wall, the sign of mz is reversed and the local value

of the Hall conductivity changes by two quantized units [35, 70, 72], giving

rise to two chiral zero modes per valley propagating along the domain wall,

as illustrated in Fig. 2.9(d). As we now explain, we attribute the finite mx

value in the domain wall to the properties of the topological edge states it

traps. At any value of ky the mean-field Hamiltonian H in the presence of

domain walls is invariant under simultaneous rotation by 180◦ around the

pseudospin x̂ axis and mirror transformation x→ −x through the domain wall:

σxHσx =H(−∂x,−x). Here we assume that x = 0 is chosen to lie at the mid-

point of a single domain wall. It follows that for any ky, the two components

of the eigenstates ψ(x) = [u(x), v(x)]T satisfy v(x) =±u(−x), and hence that

the pseudospin operator σx will have a nonzero expectation value near x = 0.

Similarly since σyH(ky)σy =−H(−ky), if (u, v)T is an eigenstate of H at ky

with eigenvalue E, then (v,−u)T is an eigenstate at −ky with eigenvalue −E.

It follows that the two chiral states with E = 0 will appear at opposite values

of ky and have opposite expectation values of 〈σx〉. For example in the case

of a sharp kink, i.e., for mz(x) =m0 sgn(x), the chiral states at ky = 0 have

E=±|m0|/
√

2 (lying in the gap) and 〈σx〉= ∓1. Although the edge states

are not fully polarized in the general case, states within a given chiral state

branch have nonzero values of 〈σx〉 with a common sign and the edge state
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occupations are generically different for any position of the chemical potential

within the uniform-state mass gap.

Typical behavior is illustrated in Fig. 2.9(d). The dashed and solid

edge state branches have different signs of 〈σx〉 and different occupations. As

a consequence, mx(x) exhibits a positive peak at each domain wall center.

This in-plane pseudospin magnetization is independent of the domain wall

sign and valley index, and thus survives summation over flavors for any gapped

broken symmetry state that breaks chiral symmetry within flavors [70]. We

note that this nonlinear response also arises near electric field driven domain

walls [2, 12, 19,27,35,47,55,67,72] and layer stacking domain walls [2, 55,72].

2.3.5 Ising critical temperature estimate

We now utilize our numerical results for domain wall properties to es-

timate the critical temperature TDW
c above which domain walls nucleated by

thermal fluctuations proliferate and Ising long-range order within flavors is

lost. For this purpose we follow a common physical argument [5] which com-

pares the energy cost associated with domain wall nucleation with the corre-

sponding entropic free energy gain. The energy cost to form a domain wall with

perimeter P in the uniform state is JP , whereas the entropy is kB lnCP . Here

CP is the number of distinct closed-loop non-intersecting P/W -step walks. For

domain walls of width ξ, W ∼ 2
√

2ξ [5] is the minimum distance over which a

domain wall can change direction and CP = (1 +
√

2)P/W [5]. It then follows

that for temperatures above TDW
c = WJ/(kB ln(1 +

√
2)), the proliferation of
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domains separating regions with different layer polarization signs is thermo-

dynamically favored and long-range order is lost. Combining our numerical

results for ξ and J yields

kBT
DW
c

m0

=
0.64

ln(1 +
√

2)
(m0/γ1)

α+β−1 . (2.29)

Since α + β − 1> 0 and m0� γ1, we conclude that kBT
DW
c �m0.

We have so far ignored fermionic thermal fluctuations which produce

particle-hole excitations and would limit the critical temperature if the do-

main wall energy was very large. Because the mean-field theory gap equa-

tion is identical to that of BCS theory, it implies a critical temperature limit

that is proportional to m0. As illustrated in Fig. 2.10 (e) and (f), the ratio

TMF
c /TDW

c decreases with increasing m0, in agreement with Eq. (2.29). Not-

ing that γ1 ∼ 400 meV and that experimental [59] values of m0 in bilayer

graphene are always smaller than 4 meV, we conclude that the temperature to

which spontaneous layer polarization order survives is limited in practice by

domain wall nucleation.

2.3.6 Phenomenological theory of domain walls

The domain wall shape found in our numerical calculations is consis-

tent [5, 52] with the Ising-order Ginzburg-Landau-theory energy functional

F =

∫
d2~r
[ c

2
(∇mz)

2 + V[mz(x)]− Ec
]
, (2.30)

where V[mz] =−rmz(x)2/2+umz(x)4 with both r and u positive, and Ec =−r2/16u

is the condensation energy per unit area of a ground state with uniform mz.
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We include the constant Ec in this expression so that the minimum value of

F , which occurs for constant masses m∗z =±m0 =±(r/4u)1/2, is zero. For a

single domain wall configuration in which mz→±m0 for x→±∞, the func-

tional (2.30) is minimized by mz(x) = ±m0 tanh[(x−x0)/
√

2ξ] with ξ=
√
c/r.

The close agreement between our numerical domain wall shapes and this an-

alytic expression demonstrates that the Ginzburg-Landau theory for sponta-

neously gapped states in bilayer graphene is of the standard Ising magnetism

form, in spite of the unusual microscopic physics. The Ginzburg-Landau model

reproduces microscopic values for m0, ξ, and Ec when we set c= 4Ecξ
2/m2

0,

r= 4Ec/m
2
0, and u=Ec/m

4
0. (Note that m0 is strongly temperature dependent

for a given value of the interaction strength.) In Fig. 2.10(a) we demonstrate

that the Ginzburg-Landau theory expression for the domain wall surface ten-

sion J = 8
√

2ξEc/3 agrees accurately with our microscopic calculations, and

that the power laws relating ξ and J to the microscopic gap satisfy α−β = 2,

also in agreement with the GL theory.

2.3.7 Discussion

It is instructive to compare spontaneously gapped bilayer graphene with

BCS superconductors. In both cases mean-field theory predicts a critical tem-

perature that is linear in the the gap parameter m0. Fluctuation effects differ

qualitatively in the two cases, however, in the first place because of the differ-

ence between the order parameter dimensions. In superconductors the exci-

tations whose proliferation limits the critical temperature are vortices rather
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than domain walls. Additionally the free fermion dispersion is linear near the

Fermi energy in the superconductor case but quadratic in bilayer graphene. As

a result, the coherence length in superconductors is related to the gap ∆ by

ξ ∼ ~vSL/∆, and the collective fluctuation limit on the critical temperature

must therefore exceed the nucleation energy of a vortex, i.e., kBTc ∼ Ecξ
2 ∼ εF

which is independent of and much larger than the mean-field critical tempera-

ture estimate. A similar estimate of the collective limit on Tc can be obtained

by appealing to Kosterlitz-Thouless theory. These considerations explain why

critical temperatures of weakly disordered superconducting thin films is still

accurately predicted by mean-field theory, even though the phase transition

is ultimately of Kosterlitz-Thouless character. In bilayer graphene on the

other hand, the relationship between ξ and the gap can be estimated using

m0∼ (~vSL/ξ)2/γ1. This estimate yields β = −0.5, in rough agreement with

the value β=−0.36 obtained by fitting our numerical results. It follows that

for bilayer graphene, collective fluctuations limit the critical temperature to a

value that is substantially lower than the mean-field-theory estimate. Unlike

the case of superconductors, in bilayer graphene thermal fluctuations in the

order parameter configuration play an important role in limiting the critical

temperature.

When the four spin-valley flavors are taken into account, the 24 = 16

gapped broken symmetry states that are close in energy [18] can be classified

into five distinct phases [70]. This in turn leads to 16 distinct types of domain

walls. In Fig. 2.11 we illustrate the cases in which spin rotational invariance
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Figure 2.11: Tight-binding calculation of distinct domain wall zero-mode
patterns in gapped bilayer graphene samples with spin-rotational invariance.
The red lines denotes the zero modes localized at domain walls between (a)
two QAH regions with opposite total Hall conductance, (b) two QVH regions
with opposite layer polarization, and (c) a QVH and a QAH region. The gray
lines represent the edge states on the outermost zigzag boundaries.

is not broken, and only the quantum valley Hall (QVH) state and quantum

anomalous Hall (QAH) state are allowed. Because in the absence of intervalley

scatterings the valley-projected Chern numbers are quantized [27,35,70,72] to

±1, all domain walls support edge states, as shown in Fig. 2.11. At a domain

wall separating two QAH regions with opposite total Hall conductances, as

illustrated in Fig. 2.11(a), the Chern number changes have the same sign

for both valleys, yielding four modes with the same chirality. At a domain

wall separating two QVH regions with opposite layer polarization, the Chern

numbers change by ±2, with opposite signs for opposite valleys. Thus two

chiral zero modes (per spin) appear at valley K and two with opposite chirality

at the valley K’, as illustrated in Fig. 2.11(b). This type of domain wall can be

easily realized using an external electric field [2,12,19,27,35,47,55,67,72] or a

stacking fault [2, 55, 67, 72]. Finally, at the domain wall between a QVH and
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a QAH regions the Chern number is changed by two for one valley while it is

unchanged for the other. Thus the zero modes at the domain wall are chiral in

one valley and absent in the other. In all these cases, edge modes have a double

spin-degeneracy. States in which spin-rotational invariance is also broken can

be similarly analyzed. Each of the 16 types of domain wall hosts a Luttinger

liquid [22] with distinct properties. Our work therefore suggests that large-area

bilayer graphene gapped states should exhibit interesting transport anomalies.

Similar phenomena will occur in thicker ABC-stacked few-layer [70] graphene

systems which have larger spontaneous gaps [24, 39] and more robust domain

walls.
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Chapter 3

Fermi surface topology and Landau levels

In this chapter we would like to use bilayer graphene as an example

to discuss Landau level structure in materials with nontrivial Fermi surface

topology. We will first review the Landau level structure in pristine bilayer

graphene, and then discuss its variations in the presence of a band gap and

trigonal warping effects. Finally we will discuss how to compute the Landau

level structure using semiclassical theory.

3.1 Landau level structure in monolayer graphene

In this section we would like to derive the Landau level structure for

monolayer graphene. Most of the results we used are discussed in more detail

in Appendix A, and we will just quote without proof here. In the Landau gauge

A = (0, Bx), the single-particle Hamiltonian for graphene in the presence of

perpendicular magnetic fields reads

HK =

√
2~v
`

(
0 a†

a 0

)
, HK′ =

√
2~v
`

(
0 −a
−a† 0

)
, (3.1)

where ` =
√
~/eB = 26.5 nm/

√
B[T] is the magnetic length. As a result, the

Landau level energies are given by En,± = ±
√

2e~v2nB. This energy is the
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same for both valleys, therefore each of the Landau level is four-fold degenerate

in graphene (including spin).

The wave function for the lowest Landau level (n = 0) is given by

φ0,K =

(
0
φ0

)
, φ0,K′ =

(
φ0

0

)
. (3.2)

For Landau levels with n 6= 0, the wave functions are given by

φn,K =
1√
2

(
φn
φn−1

)
, φn,K′ =

1√
2

(
φn−1
φn

)
. (3.3)

In the above equations, the function φn is the harmonic oscillator wave func-

tion, given by

φn ≡ φn(x−X) =

√
1

2nn!
√
π`
e−(x−X)2/2`2Hn

(
x−X
`

)
, (3.4)

where X = ky`
2 is the guiding center of the cyclotron motion, and Hn(x) is

the Hermite polynomial.

3.1.1 Landau level structure in gapped Dirac fermions

In this section we are going to discuss Landau levels in gapped Dirac

fermions, using monolayer molybdenum disulfide (MoS2) as an example. Some

of the results in this section are adapted from my work published in Ref. [29].

We start from a description of the low-energy model of an isolated

monolayer MoS2, which applies generally to other group-VI dichalcogenides

with the same crystal structure. The top and bottom S layers and the middle

Mo layer are parallel triangular lattices. Because of their ABA relative stacking
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order, the top view of this trilayer forms a honeycomb lattice with S and Mo

atoms at A and B sites, respectively. Near the Brillouin zone inequivalent

corners K and K’, the conduction and valence band states are approximately

from |φc〉 = |dz2〉 and |φτzv 〉 = (|dx2−y2〉 + iτz|dxy〉)/
√

2 orbitals, respectively.

This effective two-band model has been suggested by DFT calculations [61]

and supported by optical experiments [3, 34, 48, 69]. To linear order in p, the

effective k ·p Hamiltonian in the above basis reads

H = v(pxτzσx + pyσy) + ∆σz − λτzszσz + λτzsz , (3.5)

where the Pauli matrices σ operate on the space of the dz2 and dx2−y2 + idxy

orbitals, τz = ±1 labels the K and K’ valleys, and sz =±1 denotes the electron

spin ↑ and ↓. The Fermi velocity v is at/~ ∼ 0.53 × 106 m/s, where t is

the effective hopping between the two Mo d-orbitals mediated by the S p-

orbitals. As anticipated, the inversion asymmetry 1 between dz2 and dx2−y2 +

idxy orbitals gives rise to the ∆σz mass term which pins the ground state to

a quantum valley Hall (QVH) insulator [45, 70]. Mo atoms provide strong

intrinsic SOC ∼ τzszσz [20, 70] that adjusts the energy gaps to 2(∆ − λ) for

τzsz = 1 bands and to 2(∆ + λ) for τzsz = −1 bands. Note that this SOC

perturbation preserves inversion (P = τxσx) and time reversal (T = iτxsyK)

symmetries. As a combined effect of broken inversion symmetry and strong

SOC, the term λτzsz breaks the particle-hole symmetry by oppositely shifting

1Here the orbital inversion symmetry is analogous to the parity inversion symmetry in
graphene. For a monolayer MoS2, this symmetry is only well defined in the low-energy
model and is irrelevant in any lattice models.
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the τzsz = ±1 bands. Using ∆ = 830 meV and λ = 37.5 meV extracted from

DFT calculations [61], Fig. 3.1 plots the band structure of a monolayer MoS2

which exhibits two features that substantially differ from graphene, i.e., (i) a

large QVH band gap and (ii) a lifted degeneracy between τzsz = ±1 bands.

While the conduction band bottoms are lined up for all flavors, the valence

band tops have a significant shift in energy between τzsz = ±1 bands. These

symmetry breaking and spin-valley coupling can be further verified by the

flavor-dependent energy dispersions

E± = λτzsz ±
√
v2p2 + (∆− λτzsz)2 , (3.6)

where ± stands for the conduction and valence bands.

In the presence of a uniform perpendicular magnetic field, the 2D

kinetic momentum p in Eq. (3.5) is replaced by π = p + eA/c. In the

Landau gauge A = (0, Bx), the operators π = πx + iπy coincide with the

lowering operators, satisfying πφn = −i(~/`B)
√

2nφn−1 and πφ0 = 0. Here

`B =
√
~/(eB) = 25.6/

√
B[T] nm is the magnetic length and φn is the nth

LL eigenstate of an ordinary 2DEG. This model is approximately valid when

~v/`B is smaller than the band width ∼ 300 meV. To focus on the influences

from SOC and inversion asymmetry on the LL’s, the relatively smaller effects

including Zeeman couplings, disorders and Coulomb interactions are neglected.

We obtain the flavor-dependent LL spectrum

En,± = λτzsz ±
√
n~2ω2

c + (∆− λτzsz)2 , (3.7)
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Figure 3.1: (a) and (b) Electronic band structure near valley K and K’. (c)
LL’s with n = 0, 10, ..., 80 orbitals. (d)-(f) Enlarged view of the LL’s in Group
I, II, and III in (c). The n 6= 0 LL’s are broken into τzsz = 1 doublets and
τzsz = −1 doublets, due to the SOC and inversion asymmetry. LL crossing
occurs between group II and III. The n

I
= 0 LL is spin degenerate and only

appears at valley K. The n
II
, n

III
= 0 LL’s are spin-filtered and appear only

at valley K ′.

where ωc =
√

2v/`B is the cyclotron frequency. The corresponding eigen-

states with n > 0 can be formally written as (φn, a
±
n,szφn−1)

T for valley K and

(b±n,szφn−1, φn)T for K ′. For n = 0 LL’s, the eigenstates are (φ0, 0)T with energy

∆ and (0, φ0)
T with energy −∆− 2λsz. This shows that the SU(4) invariant

four anomalous n = 0 LL’s are broken into a two-fold spin-degenerate conduc-
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tion band n
I

= 0 LL at valley K and two spin-split valence band n
II
, n

III
= 0

LL’s at K ′, as shown in Fig. 3.1(c), leading to quantum Hall effects at ν = 0

and ν = −1 but not ν = 1. This is reminiscent of the anomalous n = 0

LL’s in few-layer graphene systems [76]. In graphene the SU(4) symmetry of

n = 0 LL’s are completely lifted by electron-electron interactions [6, 11, 68]

while the particle-hole symmetry remains, whereas in the monolayer MoS2

both the SU(4) and particle-hole symmetries are broken by the intrinsic SOC

and the inversion asymmetry.

Other unconventional LL features can be visualized in Fig. 3.1(c) and

further understood by expanding Eq. (3.7) at nB < 50 T as follows,

En,α = (2λτzszδα,− + α∆) +
e~v2

∆− λτzsz
nB, (3.8)

with α = ±. (i) Because of the heavily massive Dirac Fermion character, LL

energies grow linearly with B, rather than with
√
B. (ii) SOC break the LL’s

into two groups with τzsz = ±1. However, each n 6= 0 LL is still doubly

degenerate in each group, consisting of one spin ↑ state from one valley and

one spin ↓ state from the other valley. (iii) The energies of two group LL’s in

the valence band not only have different slopes in B but also shift rigidly at

B = 0, leading to LL crossing effects at

Bc =
4λ(λ+ ∆)

e~v2(n
II
− n

III
)

+
8λ2n

III

e~v2(n
II
− n

III
)2
, (3.9)

where n
II

and n
III

are the LL orbitals for Group II (τzsz = 1) and Group III

(τzsz = −1) shown in Fig. 3.1(c).
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3.2 Landau level structure in bilayer graphene

In this section we are going to study the single-particle Landau level

structure in bilayer graphene, using the two-band model derived in Eq. (2.13).

To begin with, we rewrite the two-band Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.13) in a dimen-

sionless form as follows,

H/γ1 =

(
ū(1

2
− ε20a†a) λ̄ε0a− ε20

(
a†
)2

λ̄ε0a
† − ε20a2 −ū(1

2
− ε20aa†)

)
, (3.10)

where we have defined ε0 =
√

2~v/γ1` ' 0.09
√
B[T]. In the following we

will first study the simplest case, where there is neither band gap nor trigonal

warping effects. We will see that in this limit the lowest Landau level in bilayer

graphene is eight-fold degenerate. We will then add the band gap and discuss

how the zeroth Landau level shifts with the band gap. Finally, we will restore

the trigonal warping terms. In this case the Fermi surface topology becomes

very rich, and we will study how it manifest itself in the Landau level structure.

3.2.1 Landau levels in pristine bilayer graphene

We first discuss the simplest case by letting both ū and λ̄ vanish. In

this case, the Hamiltonian in valley K reads

HK/γ1 = −ε20
(

0
(
a†
)2

a2 0

)
. (3.11)

We can then obtain the Landau level structure as follows. For the n = 0 and

n = 1 Landau levels we have

E0 = 0, E1 = 0,
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Φᵀ
0 =

[
φ0 0

]
, Φᵀ

1 =
[
φ1 0

]
. (3.12)

As in monolayer graphene, each of these Landau levels is four-fold degenerate

due to spin and valley. As a result, the zero-energy Landau level in pristine

bilayer graphene is eight-fold degenerate. Such a structure will be reflected in

the Hall conductivity dependence on carrier density σxy(N), which is shown

in Fig. 3.2. We can see that near charge neutrality, Hall plateau in bilayer

graphene will undergo a jump of 8e2/h, which is a manifest of the 2π Berry

phase in its bandstructure [46].

This eight-fold degeneracy of the zero-energy Landau level is unusual in

two-dimensional systems. We expect that it may have important consequences

in the presence of electron-electron interactions [33].

theless, the eightfold degeneracy of the zero-energy LL
remains unchanged.

The group of 8 states at j"j ! 0 (4 for electrons and 4 for
holes, Eq. (4)) embedded into the ladder of fourfold degen-
erate LL’s with n " 2, Eq. (3) is specific to the magneto-
spectrum of J ! 2 chiral quasiparticles. It would be re-
flected by the Hall conductivity dependence on carrier
density, !xy#N$ shown in Fig. 4. A solid line sketches the
form of the QHE !#2$xy #N$ in a bilayer which exhibits
plateaus at integer values of 4e2=h and has a ‘‘double’’
8e2=h step between the hole and electron gases acrossN !
0 that would be accompanied by a maximum in !xx.
Figure 4 is sketched assuming that temperature and the
LL broadening hinder small valley and spin splittings as
well as the splitting between n ! 0; 1 electron/hole LL’s in
Eq. (4), so that the percolating states [18] from these levels
would not be resolved. To compare, a monolayer has a
spectrum containing fourfold (spin and valley) degenerate
LLs [1], "0 ! 0 and "%n"1 ! %

!!!!!!
2n
p

@v="B shown on the
right hand side of Fig. 4, which corresponds to Hall con-
ductivity !#1$xy #N$ exhibiting plateaus at #4n& 2$e2=h (dot-
ted line [20]), as discussed in earlier publications [3].

The absence of a !xy ! 0 plateau in the QHE accom-
panied by the maximum in !xx in the vicinity of zero
density is the result of the existence of the zero-energy
LL, which is the fingerprint of a chiral nature of two-
dimensional quasiparticles. This contrasts with a gradual
freezeout of both Hall and dissipative conductivities in
semiconductor structures upon their depletion. Having
compared various types of density dependent Hall conduc-
tivity, we suggest that two kinds of chiral (Berry phase J#)
quasiparticles specific to monolayer (J ! 1) and bilayer
(J ! 2) systems can be distinguished on the basis of QHE
measurements. It is interesting to note that the recent Hall
effect study of ultrathin films by Novoselov et al. [10]
featured both types of !xy#N$ dependence shown in Fig. 4.

It is also worth mentioning that the eightfold degeneracy
of the group of $ ! 0 LLs in a bilayer, Eq. (4), is quite

unusual in 2D systems. It suggests that e-e interaction in a
bilayer may give rise to a variety of strongly correlated
QHE states. For structures studied in Ref. [10], with elec-
tron/hole densities N ' 1012 cm(2, such a regime may be
realized in fields B' 10T.
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Figure 3.2: Landau levels for a bilayer (left) and monolayer (right) graphene.
Brackets (n, τz) indicate LL number n and valley index τz = ±1. In the center
the predicted Hall conductivity σxy (center) as a function of carrier density
for bilayer (solid line) is compared to that of a monolayer (dashed line). This
figure is adapted from [37].

For |n| ≥ 2, the Landau level energies of bilayer graphene are given by

En,± = sgn (n)~ωc
√
|n|(|n| − 1), (3.13)
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where ωc = eB/m = 2eB~v2/γ1 is the cyclotron frequency in bilayer graphene,

and the corresponding wave functions are

Φᵀ
|n|≥2 =

1√
2

[
φ|n| sgn (n)φ|n|−2

]
. (3.14)
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Figure 3.3: Valence band LL structure for gapped bilayer graphene with no
bias or trigonal warping. Here we show the first 10 valence band LL’s.

The Landau level structure in this simple case is plotted in Fig. 3.3.

Because the system has particle-hole symmetry, we only show the valence

band Landau levels. The magnetic field dependence of these levels are entirely

contained in ωc = eB/m, so that these Landau levels grow linearly with the

perpendicular magnetic field, which is difference from the
√
B dependence of

monolayer graphene Landau levels. In addition, Landau levels with different

index n are nearly equally spaced, except for the first few Landau levels. This

is reminiscent of the Landau level structure in free electrons.
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3.2.2 Gapped bilayer graphene with no trigonal warping

If we include the interlayer bias term but no trigonal warping, the

Landau level structure in bilayer graphene can still be obtained exactly as

follows. First of all, the n = 0 and n = 1 LL’s have the following energies,

E0 =
ū

2
, E1 =

ū

2
(1− 2ε20),

Φᵀ
0 =

[
φ0 0

]
, Φᵀ

1 =
[
φ1 0

]
. (3.15)

Note that these energies are explicitly proportional to the valley index τz,

so that these two levels appear in the conduction (valence) band in valley

τz = +1(−1). For all LL’s with n ≥ 2, we have the following energies

En≥2 =
1

2

[
−ū2ε20 ±

√
4n(n− 1)ε40 + ū2[(2n− 1)ε20 − 1]2

]
. (3.16)

The corresponding wave functions are

Φᵀ
n≥2 =

[
Anφn, Bnφn−2

]
, (3.17)

where φn is the usual Harmonic oscillator wave functions, and the coefficients

An and Bn can be obtained easily. We note that in the limit of ū = 0, the

LL structure is reduced to the result we derived in Eq. (3.13). A plot of the

valence band LL structure in valley τz = −1 is given in Fig. 3.4(a).

3.2.3 Gapped bilayer graphene with trigonal warping

In the presence of the trigonal warping term, the LL structure cannot

be solved exactly. We have to obtain it numerically instead. We assume that
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Figure 3.4: Valence band LL structure for gapped bilayer graphene with bias
ū = 0.2. Here we show the first 100 LL’s in the τz = −1 valley. (a) No
trigonal warping effects (λ̄ = 0), (b) With trigonal warping effects (λ̄ = 0.1).
The various line cuts in the lowest Landau level correspond to the momentum
distribution plots discussed later.

the wave function is given by

Φᵀ =

[
N∑
n=0

Anφn,
N−2∑
n=0

Bnφn

]
, (3.18)

where N is some cutoff we choose. The eigenvalue problem yields the following

equations,

EA0φ0 =
ū

2
A0φ0 + λ̄ε0B1φ0

EA1φ1 =
ū

2
(1− 2ε20)A1φ1 + λ̄

√
2ε0B2φ1, (3.19)

and for n ≥ 2 we have

EAnφn =
ū

2
(1− 2nε20)Anφn − ε20

√
n(n− 1)Bn−2φn + λ̄ε0

√
n+ 1Bn+1φn,

EBn−2φn−2 = −ε20
√
n(n− 1)Anφn−2 −

ū

2
[1− 2(n− 1)ε20]Bn−2φn−2 + λ̄ε0

√
n− 2An−3φn−2.

We can then collect all coefficients in the following basis,

ψᵀ =
[
A0, A1, A2, B0, . . . , An, Bn−2, . . . , AN , BN−2

]
, (3.20)
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so that the above equations can be written in this basis as follows,

Hnum =



H1 0 W0 W1 0 · · · 0

0 H2 0 0 W2 · · ·
...

W †
0 0 H3 0 0 · · · ...

W †
1 0 0 H4 0 · · · WN−3

0 W †
2 0 0 H5

...
...

...
...

...
...

...
. . . 0

0 · · · · · · W †
N−3 · · · 0 HN


, (3.21)

where the various 2× 2 matrix blocks are given by

H1 =

 ū2 0

0
ū

2
(1− 2ε20)

 , Hn≥2 =

(
ū(1

2
− nε20) −

√
n(n− 1)ε20

−
√
n(n− 1)ε20 ū[1

2
− (n− 1)ε20]

)
,

W0 =

(
0 λ̄ε0
0 0

)
, W1 =

(
0 0

0 λ̄
√

2ε0

)
, Wn≥2 =

(
0 λ̄
√
n+ 1ε0

0 0

)
. (3.22)

The LL structure can be obtained by diagonalizing the above Hamilto-

nian, and the result is shown in Fig. 3.4(b). This result reproduces the ones

reported in Ref. [58], which is obtained from a four-band calculation. A promi-

nent feature of this Landau level structure is that, when the magnetic field is

small, the lowest Landau level (LLL) has a three-fold degeneracy, resulting

from the formation of three Dirac cones at low energies. This three-fold de-

generacy agrees with their observation that at a magnetic field of B = 2.5 T,

only filling factors at ν = −3 and ν = −6 were seen [58]. In contrast, when the

fields larger the cyclotron orbits are much smaller, and states in the Brillouin

zone are strongly coupled, lifting the three-fold degeneracy. This is again sup-

ported by the experimental observation that at a larger field at B = 6 T, all

integer filling factors between 0 and −6 were seen.
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3.2.3.1 Estimate of the breakdown

The breakdown behavior can be estimated by the criterion that the

magnetic length ` should correspond to a momentum space distance much less

than the intervalley distance, i.e., `−1 < ∆K =
√

3kc =
√

3rcγ1/~v, with rc

given by Eq. (2.21). However, this estimation seems to give too high an upper

bound, because it indicates that
√
B < 26.9rc, while rc = 0.21 for ū = 0.2 and

λ̄ = 0.1. The resulting critical field of Bc = 31.9 T is much higher than the

experimental observation. To better fit the observation we propose that

4`−1 < ∆K =
√

3rcγ1/~v. (3.23)

This gives a critical field of Bc = 2 T.

3.3 Mapping momentum distributions of Landau levels

In this section we would like to map out the momentum space distri-

bution of the LLL states. This is helpful because we can then identify which

part of the momentum space these LLL states come from.

3.3.1 Formulation

This mapping is obtained in the following way. We remind ourselves

that the eigenstates of annihilation operator â are coherent states:

â|α〉 = α|α〉, |α〉 = e−|α|
2/2

∞∑
n=0

αn√
n!
|n〉. (3.24)

Because the momentum operator is related to the annihilation operator, π̂ =
√

2~â/`, we can translate the coherent state eigenvalue α to π as π ≡ πx+iπy =
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√
2~α/`, so that

π̂|π〉 = π|π〉 (3.25)

With this convention, the dimensionless momenta x ∼ ~vkx/γ1 is related to

αx as

αx =
kx`√

2
=

~vkx
γ1

γ1`√
2~v

=
11√
B
x, (3.26)

where x ≡ ~vkx/γ1, and α = αx + iαy.

The momentum distribution of the LLL states can now be found as

φ(k) = 〈Ψ|π〉 =

√
2π`2

(
∑

mA
2
m)

∞∑
m=0

Ame
−|α|2/2 α

m

√
m!
, (3.27)

and then we can plot |φ(k)|2 to visualize the Landau level distribution in the

momentum space.

We can first quickly see a special case where the LLL comes solely from

the nth harmonic component. This is the case in bilayer graphene without

trigonal warping effects. In this case, we can compute the average value of

momentum k as

〈kn〉 =

∫
d2k

(2π)2
k|φn(k)|2 =

√
2

`

Γ(n+ 3
2
)

Γ(n+ 1)
. (3.28)

In the limit of large n we have

lim
n→∞
〈kn`√

2
〉 1√

n
= lim

n→∞

Γ(n+ 3
2
)

Γ(n+ 1)
√
n

= 1. (3.29)

Therefore as a rule of thumb we have 〈kn`〉 '
√

2n for large n. We also have

lim
n→∞

[
〈k

2
n`

2

2
〉 − 〈kn`√

2
〉2
]

= lim
n→∞

[
(n+ 1)−

(
Γ(n+ 3

2
)

Γ(n+ 1)

)2
]

=
1

4
. (3.30)
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3.3.2 Application to the degenerate case

Figure 3.5: Momentum space distribution of the three LLL states at B = 1 T.
Here we show the spin-up components only. Also we used the same set of
parameters as fig. 3.4(b). This set of plots corresponds to line cut A in that
figure. The energy decreases from left to right.

In Fig. 3.5 we plot the momentum space distribution of the LLL states

at a field strength of B = 1 T [see Fig. 3.4(b) for a plot of the corresponding LL

structure]. We can see that in this case not only the three states are (almost)

degenerate in energy, their wave function distribution in momentum space are

also almost identical. In addition, the localization of the LLL states matches

very well with the original bandstructure in Fig. 2.7.

One interesting point to note is that it is possible to build a state from

the above three degenerate states that is solely concentrated around the π

valley, but not possible to build a state that is solely concentrated around the

π/3 valley or −π/3 valley. To see this more clearly we note that centers of

each valley are given by αs =
11rc√
B
eiθs , where rc = 0.21, and θs = π, π/3,

and −π/3 for the three valleys. Suppose a new state is built from the three
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degenerate basis states as follows,

|Ψ〉 = s0|Ψj=0〉+ s1|Ψj=2〉+ s2|Ψj=1〉, (3.31)

where the state label increases with decreasing energy. Its momentum distri-

bution is

φ(k) = 〈Ψ|π〉
√

2π`2e−|α|
2/2

∑
m

(
2∑

λ=0

A(λ)
m sλ

)2

∞∑
m=0

(
2∑

λ=0

A(λ)
m sλ

)
αm√
m!
. (3.32)

In order to build a state at one valley, we need to turn off the above

amplitude at the other two valleys. This condition will help us solve for the

particular set of (s0, s1, s2). To proceed we calculate the following coefficients:

T λα =
∞∑
m=0

A(λ)
m

αm√
m!
, (3.33)

where α indicates the three pockets, while λ indicates the three basis states.

The value of T λα is summarized in the following table.

Table 3.1: Coefficients of T λα
T λα λ = 0 λ = 1 λ = 2

α = π/3 −8.2218 4.1135− 7.1249i −4.1106− 7.1198i
α = −π/3 −8.2218 4.1135 + 7.1249i −4.1106 + 7.1198i
α = π −8.2218 −8.2271 8.2213

Now if we try to turn off the amplitudes at valley π/3 and −π/3, we

need to ensure
3∑

λ=0

sλT
λ
π/3 = 0, and

3∑
λ=0

sλT
λ
−π/3 = 0. These two conditions and

the normalization condition yield a unique solution of

|Ψπ〉 =
1√
3

(
|Ψj=0〉+ |Ψj=2〉+ eiπ|Ψj=1〉

)
. (3.34)
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This state will be solely localized at the π valley.

However, if we try to build a state localized at the π/3 valley, we need
3∑

λ=0

sλT
λ
−π/3 = 0, and

3∑
λ=0

sλT
λ
π = 0. We find that the following solution will

satisfy the requirement:

|Ψπ/3〉 =
1√
3

(
|Ψj=0〉+ e−2iπ/3|Ψj=2〉+ e−iπ/3|Ψj=1〉

)
. (3.35)

Similarly we can consider a state localized at the −π/3 valley, we need
3∑

λ=0

sλT
λ
π/3 = 0, and

3∑
λ=0

sλT
λ
π = 0. We find that the following solution will

satisfy the requirement:

|Ψ−π/3〉 =
1√
3

(
|Ψj=0〉+ e2iπ/3|Ψj=2〉+ eiπ/3|Ψj=1〉

)
. (3.36)

Figure 3.6: Making a single-valley state. Here we plot the three states that are
localized at a particular valley. They are obtained by making superpositions
of the original three degenerate states.

From these results we find that we can build the other two states from

the |Ψπ〉 state by two unitary transformations, i.e., |Ψπ/3〉 = U−|Ψπ〉, and

|Ψ−π/3〉 = U+|Ψπ〉, where

U− =

1 0 0
0 e−2πi/3 0
0 0 e−4πi/3

 , U+ =

1 0 0
0 e2πi/3 0
0 0 e4πi/3

 . (3.37)
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3.3.3 Application to cases with higher fields

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.7: Momentum space distribution of the three LLL states at various B
fields. Again we show the spin-up components only. (a)-(c) B = 2.2 T, (d)-(f)
B = 3.0 T, (g)-(i) B = 3.5 T. The three sets of plots correspond to line cuts
B, C, and D in Fig. 3.4. In addition, in all these plots the energy decreases
from left to right within the same group.

We can similarly study the momentum distribution at larger fields. In

Fig. 3.7 we show three different cases with a field strength of B = 2.2 T,

B = 3.0 T, and B = 3.5 T, respectively. A first observation is that there is a
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phase transition between the first two cases, as the weight of the third LLL

state evolves from three side pockets to the center, while the character of the

first two states seems to have been swapped. When going from B = 3.0 T to

B = 3.5 T the change is not very significant.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Figure 3.8: Momentum space distribution of the three LLL states at various B
fields. Again we show the spin-up components only. (a)-(c) B = 4.0 T, (d)-(f)
B = 4.8 T, (g)-(i) B = 10.0 T. The first sets of plots correspond to line cuts E
and F in Fig. 3.4, while in the last set the fields are so large that the results
should already go back to the case without trigonal warping effects.
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Another phase transition occurs at a field strength of B = 4.8 T, as

shown in Fig. 3.8 (d-f). We can see that right at the phase transition, the

characters of the second and third LLL state are swapped, so that the second

state has its weight at the center, while the third state has its weight moved to

the side. This trend continues to very large fields of B = 10 T [see Fig. 3.8 (h-

i)], where the results should almost be the same as those without trigonal

warping effects. Indeed, we can see that the momentum distribution becomes

much more isotropic. In addition, we have confirmed that the first LLL state

comes mainly from the n = 1 harmonic, the second mainly from the n = 0

harmonic, while the third mainly from the n = 2 harmonic, all within our

expectations.
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Chapter 4

Quantum Hall ferromagnetism

Electron-electron interactions play a dominant role in the quantum Hall

physics. This is because the kinetic energy of the electrons has been quenched

by the external magnetic field, and the Coulomb potential is the dominant

energy scale in the quantum Hall regime. In this chapter we are going to

focus on electron-electron interactions in the integer quantum Hall regime. It

is known that in this regime the interplay between quantum Hall physics and

electron-electron interactions often leads to spontaneous ordering of internal

degrees of freedom, most commonly electron spin or layer degrees of freedom.

We will use bilayer graphene as an example to illustrate various interesting

aspects in the theory of quantum Hall ferromagnetism.

4.1 Hartree-Fock theory in the integer QH regime

Electron-electron interactions are very different in the integer and frac-

tional quantum Hall regimes. In the fractional quantum Hall regime Coulomb

interactions cannot be treated perturbatively, and therefore one often has to

resort to some non-perturbative methods like exact diagonalization. In the

integer quantum Hall regime, however, Hartree-Fock theory is known to work
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quite well, especially for cases where the ground state is gapped. Therefore, in

this chapter we will only adopt Hartree-Fock theory to treat electron-electron

interactions in bilayer graphene in the integer quantum Hall regime. We first

establish the general formalism in this section, and apply it to our specific

model in the next section. We will present our results and discussions in the

last section.

4.1.1 Coulomb interactions in the quantum Hall regime

The Hartree-Fock theory in the quantum Hall regime was explained

nicely in the seminal paper by Allan MacDonald et al [8]. We will briefly review

this theory here. Working in the Landau gauge, we write, for the Hamiltonian

of the two-dimensional electron gas subject to a transverse magnetic field B =

−B0ẑ as follows,

H =
∑
n,X

εnc
†
n,Xcn,X (4.1)

+
1

2S

∑
ni,Xi

V (q)〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n4X4〉〈n2X2|e−iq·rop|n3X3〉c†n1X1
c†n2X2

cn3X3cn4X4 ,

where V (q) = 2πe2/|q| is the Fourier transform of the Coulomb potential, and

〈r|n,X〉 =
1√
Ly
eiXy/`

2

φn(x−X), n = 0, 1, 2, · · · . (4.2)

The function φn(x−X) is a one-dimensional harmonic oscillator eigenstate,

φn(x−X) =
1

(
√
π`2nn!)1/2

e−(x−X)2/`2Hn[(x−X)/`], (4.3)

where Hn(x) is the Hermite polynomial. X is the guiding center of the cy-

clotron motion. For a finite system, the allowed values of X are separated by
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a minimal distance of 2π`2/Ly. The orbital degeneracy of each Landau level is

given by g = S/2π`2, where S is the area of the two-dimensional electron gas.

Finally, the rop appeared in the above Hamiltonian represent the operator for

real-space coordinates, and it is related to the actual coordinates r by

eiq·rop =

∫
d2r|r〉eiq·r〈r|. (4.4)

The matrix elements 〈n′, X ′|eiq·rop |n,X〉 in Eq. (4.1) are given by

〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n4X4〉 = δX1,X4+qy`2e
i
2
qx(X1+X4)Fn1,n4(q), (4.5)

where

Fn1,n4(q) = e−q
2`2

√
n4!

n1!

(
iqx`− qy`√

2

)n1−n4

Ln1−n4
n4

(q2`2/2),

for n1 ≥ n4, where Lαn(x) is the generalized Laguerre polynomial. Note that

Fn1,n4(q) = [Fn4,n1(−q)]∗. For a derivation of the above result, please refer to

Appendix B.1.

4.1.2 Density matrix in the quantum Hall regime

We now turn to the density matrix in the quantum Hall regime. In the

Landau eigenstate basis, the density operator takes the following form

n(r) = ψ†(r)ψ(r) = 〈n1X1|r〉〈r|n4X4〉. (4.6)

Its Fourier transform is given by

n(q) =

∫
d2re−iq·rn(r) = g

∑
n1,n4

ρn1n4(q)Fn1n4(−q), (4.7)
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where we have introduced the operator

ρn1n4(q) =
1

g

∑
X

e−iqxX−
i
2
qxqy`2c†n1X

cn4,X+qy`2 , (4.8)

which satisfies ∑
n

ρnn(q = 0) =
N

g
, (4.9)

where N is the number operator. ν = 〈N〉/g is the Landau-level filling factor

of the electron gas. In most cases, we will actually work with ρ, the so-called

bare density operator, instead of the physical density operator n.

It is also useful to establish a relation between ρn1n4(q) and c†n1X1
cn4X4 ,

because the original Hamiltonian [Eq. (4.1)] is written in terms of the creation

and annihilation operators cn,X , not the density matrices. Such a relation can

be found by inverting Eq. (4.9), which gives

c†n1X1
cn4X4 =

∑
p

ρn1n4(p)e
i
2
px(X1+X4)δX1,X4−py`2 . (4.10)

In the crystal phase the average density 〈n(q)〉 [and therefore 〈ρ(q)〉] is nonzero

only at q = G, where G is a reciprocal lattice vector of the two-dimensional

lattice formed in the crystal phase (not the crystal structure of the solid). As

a result, the expectation value of c†n1X1
cn4X4 is given by

〈c†n1X1
cn4X4〉 =

∑
G

〈ρn1n4(G)〉e i
2
Gx(X1+X4)δX1,X4−Gy`2 . (4.11)

On the other hand, if the total charge density is uniform, the average density

〈ρ(q)〉 is nonzero only at q = G = 0. Most of our discussions will be carried out

in this limit, but we will keep a nonzero G in deriving the general formalism.
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4.1.3 Hartree-Fock approximation

Now we would like to make Hartree-Fock approximation to the general

Hamiltonian in Eq. (4.1), and derive the Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian.

If we summarize the above results, we obtain the Hartree-Fock approx-

imation for Eq. (4.1) as follows,

HHF = g
∑
n

εnρnn(G = 0) + g
∑
G

∑
n,n′

U(n, n′;G)ρnn′(G), (4.12)

where we have defined an effective potential U(n, n′;G), given by

U(n, n′;G) =
∑
n1,n2

e2

`
[H(n1, n2, n, n

′;G)−X(n1, n
′, n, n2;G)]〈ρn1n2(−G)〉,

(4.13)

with the Hartree and Fock terms defined by

H(n1, n2, n3, n4;G) =
1

2πe2`
V (G)Fn1,n2(G)Fn3,n4(−G), (4.14)

X(n1, n2, n3, n4;G) =
`

e2S

∑
q

V (q)Fn1,n2(q)Fn3,n4(−q)eiq×G`
2

. (4.15)

A detailed derivation of this result can be found in the Appendix.

4.2 QH ferromagnetism in bilayer graphene: theory

In this chapter we are going to focus on the three-fold degenerate LL’s

in gapped bilayer graphene with trigonal warping [see Eq. (3.10)]. We will

show that electron-electron interaction breaks this degeneracy, and makes all

integer filling factors appear even at low magnetic fields. The energy scale for

this splitting is estimated to be e2/κ`γ1 ' 0.14
√
B. In this section we will
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use the formalism established in the previous section to construct a theory

to describe quantum Hall ferromagnetism in bilayer graphene, and leave the

results to the next section.

First of all we find that the plane-wave matrix element for the lowest

LL is given by

〈λ1X1|eiq·r|λ4X4〉 = e
i
2
qx(X1+X4)δX1,X4+qy`2Sλ1λ4(q), (4.16)

where the term Sλ1λ4(q) is

Sλ1λ4(q) =
N∑

n1,n2=0

[
A(λ1)
n1

A(λ4)
n2

+B(λ1)
n1

B(λ4)
n2

]
Fn1n2(q). (4.17)

In the above result, we have introduced BN−1 = 0, BN = 0, and the term

Fn1n2(q) reads

Fn1n2(q) = e−q
2`2/4

√
n<!

n>!

(
q̃√
2

)n>−n<

Ln>−n<
n<

(
q2`2

2

)
, (4.18)

with n>(<) being the larger (smaller) of n1 and n2, q
2 ≡ q2x + q2y , and

q̃ =

{
(iqx − qy)` = iq`eiθ, n1 ≥ n2

(iqx + qy)` = iq`e−iθ, n1 < n2,
(4.19)

where θ = arctan(qy/qx) is the relative angle between qx and qy. As a result,

we can write it in a simple way as

q̃(n>−n<) = (iq`)(n>−n<)ei(n1−n2)θ. (4.20)

We further note that the Laguerre polynomial is defined as

L(α)
m (x) =

m∑
k=0

(−1)k

k!

(
m+ α

m− k

)
xk. (4.21)
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4.2.1 The Hartree energy

We can first consider the Hartree energy, which is given by

HH =
g2

S

∑
Gλσ

V (G)ρλλ(−G)〈ρσσ(G)〉

×
N∑

ni,mi=0

[
A(λ)
n1
A(λ)
n2

+B(λ)
n1
B(λ)
n2

] [
A(σ)
m1
A(σ)
m2

+B(σ)
m1
B(σ)
m2

]
Fn1n2(G)Fm1m2(−G),

(4.22)

where g = S/2π`2 is the orbital degeneracy of a single Landau level. We

adopt the usual approximation that 〈ρσσ(G)〉 6= 0 only when G = 0, and then

rewrite the above Hartree potential as follows,

HH =
g2

S

∑
λσ

ρλλ〈ρσσ〉Yλσ, (4.23)

where the integral matrix Yλσ is given by

Yλσ =
N∑

ni,mi=0

Fn1n2(0)Fm1m2(0) lim
q→0

Vs(q)

[ (
A(λ)
n1
A(λ)
n2
A(σ)
m1
A(σ)
m2

+B(λ)
n1
B(λ)
n2
B(σ)
m1
B(σ)
m2

)
+ e−qd

(
A(λ)
n1
A(λ)
n2
B(σ)
m1
B(σ)
m2

+B(λ)
n1
B(λ)
n2
A(σ)
m1
A(σ)
m2

) ]
. (4.24)

This is difficult to handle. However we can argue that because we do want a

layer-polarized state, this Hartree energy is not important. We will ignore it

in the following calculations.

4.2.2 The exchange energy

We can then consider the exchange energy, which is given formally by

HF = −Nφ

A

∑
λi

ρλ1λ3〈ρλ2λ4〉
∑
q

V (q)Sλ1λ4(q)Sλ2λ3(−q). (4.25)
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We should emphasize that in this case we can no longer limit our considerations

to intravalley scattering processes only. This is because all these electron

pockets are close to each other, and it would be inappropriate to neglect any

of the scattering processes.

The resulting exchange energy matrix will be given by

〈α|HF |β〉 = −Nφ

A

∑
λσ

〈ρλσ〉Sλσαβ, (4.26)

where the integral is given by

Sλσαβ =
∑
q

V (q)Sασ(q)Sλβ(−q) (4.27)

We first rewrite the form factor as follows,

Sασ(q)Sλβ(−q) =
N∑

ni,mi=0

[
A(α)
n1
A(σ)
n2

+B(α)
n1
B(σ)
n2

] [
A(λ)
m1
A(β)
m2

+B(λ)
m1
B(β)
m2

]
Fn1n2(q)Fm1m2(−q).

Therefore we just need to study the following two integrals,

Is(n1, n2;m1,m2) =
`κ

e2
1

A

∑
q

V (q)Fn1n2(q)Fm1m2(−q) (4.28)

=

√
n<!m<!

n>!m>!

∫ ∞
0

dxe−x
2/2Lnd

n<
(x2/2)Lmd

m<
(x2/2)

(
ix√

2

)nd+md

· (−1)md · 1

2π

∫ 2π

0

dθeiθ(n1−n2+m1−m2)

= (−1)mdδm2,n1−n2+m1

√
n<!m<!

n>!m>!

·
∫ ∞
0

dxe−x
2/2Lnd

n<
(x2/2)Lmd

m<
(x2/2)

(
ix√

2

)nd+md

,

Id(n1, n2;m1,m2) = (−1)mdδm2,n1−n2+m1

√
n<!m<!

n>!m>!
(4.29)
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·
∫ ∞
0

dxe−x
2/2e−(d/`)xLnd

n<
(x2/2)Lmd

m<
(x2/2)

(
ix√

2

)nd+md

,

where we have defined nd ≡ n> − n< and md ≡ m> − m<. In the above

derivations, we have assumed the interaction potential V (q) to be the long-

range Coulomb potential, V (q) = 2πe2/κq, while the factor e−qd = e−(d/`)x

captures the fact that electron-electron interaction between different layers

are suppressed. We usually take the layer separation to be d = 0.335 nm [?].

As a result, we have d/` = 0.013
√
B.

Finally, the exchange energy matrix is given by

〈α|HF |β〉 = −Nφ
e2

κ`

∑
λσ

〈ρλσ〉Sλσαβ, (4.30)

where Sλσαβ has the following form,

Sλσαβ =
N∑

ni,mi=0

{ [
A(α)
n1
A(σ)
n2
A(λ)
m1
A(β)
m2

+B(α)
n1
B(σ)
n2
B(λ)
m1
B(β)
m2

]
Is(n1, n2;m1,m2)

+
[
A(α)
n1
A(σ)
n2
B(λ)
m1
B(β)
m2

+B(α)
n1
B(σ)
n2
A(λ)
m1
A(β)
m2

]
Id(n1, n2;m1,m2)

}
. (4.31)

We now just need to compute the 3× 3 coefficient matrix.

4.2.2.1 The two integrals

The Laguerre polynomial oscillates very fast when its order becomes

large. This makes direct numerical integrations complicated. Actually this

type of integrals has been studied before [15, 32]. A useful identity is∫ ∞
0

e−xxαL(β)
m (x)L(γ)

n (x)dx ≡ Im,n(α, β, γ) (4.32)
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=
Γ(α + 1)Γ(n+ γ + 1)Γ(β − α +m)

Γ(m+ 1)Γ(n+ 1)Γ(γ + 1)Γ(β − α)

· 3F2(−n, α + 1, α− β + 1; γ + 1, α + 1− β −m; 1).

Therefore, we try to simplify the two integrals as follows. The first

integral is simple,

Is(n1, n2;m1,m2) = (−1)mdδm2,n1−n2+m1

√
n<!m<!

n>!m>!

ind+md

√
2

Im<,n<

(
nd +md − 1

2
,md, nd

)
,

Currently I did not find a good way to deal with the second integral, so I will

just leave it with numerical evaluations:

Is(n1, n2;m1,m2) = (−1)mdδm2,n1−n2+m1

√
n<!m<!

n>!m>!

ind+md

√
2
·

·
∫ ∞
0

dye−
√
2d
`

√
ye−yy(nd+md−1)/2Lmd

m<
(y)Lnd

n<
(y). (4.33)

4.2.2.2 The structure of Sλσαβ matrix

We will take a look at the structure of Sλσαβ matrix at B = 1 T. Its

nonzero values can be grouped into four sets, as shown in Table 4.1. We note

that the values quoted in the first column are approximate; the actual values

roughly have a 5% variations around these quoted values. For the first row,

for example, the three values are all close to 0.64; but the actual values are

S00
00 = 0.644587, S11

11 = 0.648812, and S22
22 = 0.646215.

We note that these sets of nonzero values all satisfy the relation that

α + λ = β + σ mod 3, (4.34)
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Table 4.1: Nonzero values of Sλσαβ at B = 1 T.

Sλσαβ (α, β, λ, σ)

0.64 (0, 0, 0, 0), (1, 1, 1, 1), (2, 2, 2, 2)
(0, 0, 1, 1), (0, 0, 2, 2), (0, 1, 1, 0), (0, 2, 2, 0)

0.47 (1, 0, 0, 1), (1, 1, 0, 0), (1, 1, 2, 2), (1, 2, 2, 1)
(2, 0, 0, 2), (2, 1, 1, 2), (2, 2, 0, 0), (2, 2, 1, 1)

0.29 (0, 2, 1, 2), (1, 2, 0, 2), (2, 0, 2, 1), (2, 1, 2, 0)
−0.29 (0, 1, 0, 2), (0, 1, 2, 1), (0, 2, 0, 1), (1, 0, 1, 2)

(1, 0, 2, 0), (1, 2, 1, 0), (2, 0, 1, 0), (2, 1, 0, 1)

which is similar to the requirement that n1− n2 +m1−m2 = 0. We can view

both conditions as a manifest of angular momentum conservation.

4.2.3 The full Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian

The full Hartree-Fock Hamiltonian can be written as follows,

〈αs|H|βs′〉 = (E
(α)
LL δss′ + Ezσ

z
ss′)δαβ −

e2

κ`

∑
λσ

Sλσαβ∆λσ
ss′δss′ . (4.35)

In the above equation, ss′ denote electron spin, and λσ denote the three flavors

in the LLL state. Eλ
LL is the single-particle LL energy for flavor λ, Ez = gµBB

is the Zeeman energy, with the assumption that g = 2. Finally, the expectation

value of the density matrix ρλsσs′ is defined as follows,

∆λσ
ss′ = 〈c†σscλs′〉. (4.36)

To simplify numerical calculations, we scale the typical energies by γ1,

and obtain the following

Ez
γ1

= 2.89× 10−4B[T],
EF
γ1
≡ e2

κ`γ1
= 0.14

√
B

κ
. (4.37)
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4.3 QH ferromagnetism in bilayer graphene: results

4.3.1 Results at B = 1 T

Figure 4.1: Angular dependence of the energy functional in Eq. (4.38). We
can see the three minima.

In this section we study how the interaction breaks the three-fold orbital

degeneracy at a field strength of B = 1 T.

4.3.1.1 Filling factor ν = 1

We first look at the case of filling one of the six components, and the

results are exactly the single-valley states given in Eqs. (3.34)-(3.36), with spin

polarized in the down state. Numerical iterations yield the state |Ψ−π/3〉, with

an energy of −0.2688, but in fact all three states are equally good. For this

one-component case we can obtain a simple analytical expression to show why

such valley polarized state is the preferred ground state. This argument goes

like this. We write down the general expression for the trial wave function as
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|Ψ〉 = [r0, r1e
iφ1 , r2e

iφ2 ]ᵀ, with the normalization constraint that r20+r21+r22 = 1.

As a result, the Fock energy of this state [i.e., the second term in Eq. (4.35)]

is given by

E = − e
2

κ`

[
S00
00(r

4
0 + r41 + r42) + 4S11

00(r
2
0r

2
1 + r20r

2
2 + r21r

2
2) + 4S12

02r0r1r
2
2 cos(2φ2 − φ1)

+ 4S02
01r

2
0r1r2 cos(φ1 + φ2) + 4S02

01r0r
2
1r2 cos(2φ1 − φ2)

]
, (4.38)

where S00
00 ' 0.64, S11

00 ' 0.47, S12
02 ' 0.29, and S02

01 ' −0.29 represent the

four different values of the exchange integral matrix. We then find that

the minimum of this function is achieved at r0 = r1 = r2 =
1√
3

, while

the angles φ2 and φ2 can take any of the three values: (φ1, φ2) = (0, π),

(φ1, φ2) = (−2π/3,−π/3), or (φ1, φ2) = (2π/3, π/3). This is indeed the three

valley polarized states we found in Eqs. (3.34)-(3.36). A plot of the angular

dependence of this functional is shown in Fig. (4.1). We can clearly identify

the existence of three minima.

4.3.1.2 Filling factor ν = 2

We now look at the filling factor ν = 2 state. In this state the spins are

still polarized as a down state. Numerical iteration yields the following two

states as the ground state:

|Ψ(11)
ν=2〉 =

[
−0.2600 0.8011 0.5391

]ᵀ
, E

(11)
ν=2 = −0.2928,

|Ψ(12)
ν=2〉 =

[
0.7734 −0.1614 0.6130

]ᵀ
, E

(12)
ν=2 = −0.2923. (4.39)
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(a) (b)

(c)

(e)

(d)

(f)

Figure 4.2: Hartree-Fock ground state at filling factor ν = 2. Panels (a)-(b)

correspond to the state Ψ
(11)
ν=2 and Ψ

(12)
ν=2, (c)-(d) correspond to Ψ

(21)
ν=2 and Ψ

(22)
ν=2,

and (e)-(f) correspond to Ψ
(31)
ν=2 and Ψ

(32)
ν=2.

We can then obtain the other two possibilities by the two unitary transforma-

tions in Eq. (3.37):

|Ψ(21)
ν=2〉 = U−|Ψ(11)

ν=2〉 =
[
−0.2600 0.8011e−2πi/3 0.5391e−4iπ/3

]ᵀ
, E

(11)
ν=2 = −0.2928,
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|Ψ(22)
ν=2〉 = U−|Ψ(12)

ν=2〉 =
[
0.7734 −0.1614e−2iπ/3 0.6130e−4iπ/3

]ᵀ
, E

(12)
ν=2 = −0.2923;

|Ψ(31)
ν=2〉 = U+|Ψ(11)

ν=2〉 =
[
−0.2600 0.8011e2πi/3 0.5391e4iπ/3

]ᵀ
, E

(11)
ν=2 = −0.2928,

|Ψ(32)
ν=2〉 = U+|Ψ(12)

ν=2〉 =
[
0.7734 −0.1614e2iπ/3 0.6130e4iπ/3

]ᵀ
, E

(12)
ν=2 = −0.2923.

(4.40)

An illustration of these ground states is given in Fig. 4.2.

4.3.1.3 Filling factor ν = 3

The filling factor ν = 3 state is quite simple. They are all spin down

states, with

|Ψ(1)
ν=3〉 = |Ψj=2, ↓〉, E

(1)
ν=3 = −0.3167,

|Ψ(2)
ν=3〉 = |Ψj=1, ↓〉, E

(2)
ν=3 = −0.3162, (4.41)

|Ψ(3)
ν=3〉 = |Ψj=0, ↓〉, E

(3)
ν=3 = −0.3160.

4.3.1.4 Filling factor ν = 4, ν = 5, and ν = 6

The filling factor ν = 4 state is built upon the three states at filling

factor ν = 3, with the fourth state being a spin-up state, valley polarized, and

the energy is −0.2682.

The filling factor ν = 5 state is also built upon the three states at

filling factor ν = 3, with the fourth and fifth state repeating the ν = 2 state,

although the spin configuration is down. The energy of these two states are

−0.2928, and −0.2923, respectively.

The filling factor ν = 6 state manifold contains the following states:

|Ψ(1)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=2, ↓〉, E

(1)
ν=6 = −0.3167,
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|Ψ(2)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=1, ↓〉, E

(2)
ν=6 = −0.31621,

|Ψ(3)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=2, ↑〉, E

(3)
ν=6 = −0.31616,

|Ψ(4)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=0, ↓〉, E

(4)
ν=6 = −0.3160,

|Ψ(5)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=1, ↑〉, E

(5)
ν=6 = −0.3156,

|Ψ(6)
ν=6〉 = |Ψj=0, ↑〉, E

(6)
ν=6 = −0.3154. (4.42)

4.3.2 Possible future directions

In this chapter we have explored the quantum Hall ferromagnetism in

gapped bilayer graphene with trigonal warping effects, mainly focusing on the

small field cases where there exists a three-fold degenerate Landau levels at

the top of the valence band. In the future we can explore the phase diagram at

higher fields, where the three states are not exactly degenerate, but the spin

structure may be more interesting.
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Appendix A

Useful results for quantum Hall physics

A.1 LL wavefunctions in the symmetric gauge

A.1.1 Working in the symmetric gauge

In this section we are going to develop the general properties of a sym-

metric gauge Landau-level wavefunctions. The Hamiltonian for the massless

Dirac fermions is

H = ~v
(

0 kx − iky
kx + iky 0

)
. (A.1)

We will make the usual Peierls substitution that

πx = −i~∂x + eAx = −i~∂x +
~

2`2
y,

πy = −i~∂y + eAy = −i~∂y −
~

2`2
x, (A.2)

where we have used the symmetric gauge that Ax = By/2, and Ay = −Bx/2.

The magnetic length is given by ` =
√

~/eB = 25.6 nm/
√
B[T]. Under this

convention, the commutator between πx and πy is

[πx, πy] = i~2/`2. (A.3)

We can then define the complex variable z as

z =
1

2`
(x+ iy) , z∗ =

1

2`
(x− iy) . (A.4)
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Therefore, the coordinates x and y can be inverted to be

x = `(z + z∗), y = −i`(z − z∗). (A.5)

The spatial derivatives work as follows,

∂z = `(∂x − i∂y), ∂x = (∂z + ∂z∗)/(2`), (A.6)

∂z∗ = `(∂x + i∂y), ∂y = (∂z − ∂z∗)/(2`). (A.7)

As a result, the πx and πy can be written in terms of z and z∗ as follows,

πx =
−i~
2`

(∂z + ∂z∗ + z − z∗) ,

iπy =
i~
2`

(∂z − ∂z∗ − z − z∗) . (A.8)

A.1.2 Two sets of creation and annihilation operators

We can then define one set of creation and annihilation operators a and

a† as follows,

a =
`√
2~

(πx + iπy). (A.9)

They satisfy the relation that [a, a†] = 1. They can be written in terms of z

and z∗ as follows,

a = − i√
2

(z + ∂z∗), a† =
i√
2

(z∗ − ∂z). (A.10)

It turns out that this set of operators correspond to the relative motion between

the electrons. We can also define another set of creation and annihilation
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operators, which correspond to the guiding centers of the cyclotron motion.

From the classical solution, we learn that the guiding centers are given by

Cx = x+
`2

~
πy, Cy = y − `2

~
πx, (A.11)

which satisfy the commutation relation that

[Cx, Cy] = −i`2. (A.12)

Here we have introduced the relative coordinates R,

R =

(
−`

2

~
πy,

`2

~
πx

)
, (A.13)

So that the relative coordinatesR, guiding center C, and the local coordinates

r are related by C = r −R.

The complex number C is defined as follows,

C = Cx + iCy = 2`z −
√

2i`a. (A.14)

The second set of creation and annihilation operators are thus given by

b† =
1√
2`
C =

√
2z − ia, b =

√
2z∗ + ia†. (A.15)

It is easy to verify that

b =
1√
2

(z∗ + ∂z) , b† =
1√
2

(z − ∂z∗) , (A.16)

and that they satisfy [b, b†] = 1. In addition, we note that the two sets of

operators a and b commute with each other.
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The ground state (lowest Landau level) of a traditional 2DEG is the

one that is annihilated by the operator a, a|ψ0〉 = 0. If we bring it to the

coordinate representation,

0 = 〈z|a|ψ0〉 =
−i√

2

(
z +

∂

∂z∗

)
ψ0(z). (A.17)

The general solution will be

ψ0(z) = λ(z)e−zz
∗
. (A.18)

This energy level is hugely degenerate, and we can choose the ground state as

the one being annihilated by the operator b, i.e.,

0 = 〈z|b|ψ0〉 =
1√
2

(
z∗ +

∂

∂z

)
ψ0(z), (A.19)

which yields λ(z) = constant. Therefore, the ground state of the Landau levels

is given by

〈z|0, 0〉 = ψ0(z) = λe−zz
∗
. (A.20)

The constant λ is found by the normalization condition,

1

2πλ2`2
=

∫ ∞
0

dξξ exp

[
−ξ

2

2

]
= 1. (A.21)

The exact ground state wavefunction is therefore

〈z|0, 0〉 = ψ0(z) =
1√

2π`2
e−r

2/4`2 . (A.22)

Finally, all states in the LLs can be generated by the a† and b† operators,

|N,m〉 =
(a†)N(b†)m√

N !m!
|0, 0〉. (A.23)
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A.2 LL wavefunctions in the Landau gauge

In this section we list some of the useful properties of the Landau gauge

wavefunctions. Assume we take the vector potential to be A = (0, Bx, 0), the

corresponding wavefunction for the nth Landau level is given by

φn(x, y) =
1√
2π~

eikyyηn(x+ ky`
2), (A.24)

where `2 = ~/eB is the magnetic length, and the function ηn(ξ) is given by

ηn(ξ) = (2n`n!
√
π)−1/2e−ξ

2/2Hn(ξ), ξ = x/`. (A.25)

These wavefunctions form a orthonormal set, i.e.,

〈φn|φm〉 ≡
∫ ∞
−∞

φ∗m(r)φn(r) = δm,n. (A.26)

A.3 Calculation of the pseudopotentials

We now consider how to calculate the pseudopotentials. We will start

from the case in conventional 2DEG, and then to graphene, and finally onto

our current model.

A.3.1 Pseudopotentials in 2DEG: formalism

We first note that it is often sufficient to consider the electrons within a

particular Landau level with index N . The operator that destroys an electron

in the Nth LL is

ψ(r) =
∑
m

〈r|N,m〉cN,m. (A.27)
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The density operator for the Nth LL is then given by

ρN(r) = ψ†(r)ψ(r) =
∑
m1,m2

〈m1N |r〉〈r|Nm2〉c†m1
cm2 , (A.28)

where we have omitted the common index N in the operators c. In future it is

understood that all operators belong to the Nth LL, unless noted otherwise.

Finally, the Fourier transform of the projected density is given by

ρN(q) =
1

2π

∫
d2rρN(r)e−iq·r (A.29)

=
1

2π

∫
d2r

∑
m1m2

〈Nm1|r〉e−iq·r〈r|Nm2〉c†m1
cm2 .

To further simplify the above result, we note that

e−iq·r̂ =

∫
d2re−iq·r̂|r〉〈r| =

∫
d2r|r〉e−iq·r〈r|, (A.30)

where r̂ is the coordinate operator, while r is just the coordinate. Thus, the

result in Eq. (A.29) simplifies to

ρN(q) =
1

2π

∑
m1m2

〈Nm1|e−iq·r̂|Nm2〉c†m1
cm2 . (A.31)

The argument of the exponent can be decomposed into the guiding center

and relative coordinates defined in Eq. (A.13), and the matrix element is then

rewritten as

ρN(q) = FN(q)
1

2π

∑
m1m2

〈m1|e−iq·C |m2〉c†m1
cm2 , (A.32)

where FN(q) is the form factor of the Nth LL, independent of m1 or m2,

FN(q) = 〈N |e−iq·R|N〉. (A.33)
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We can also define the bare density operator ρ̂(q),

ρ̂(q) =
1

2π

∑
m1m2

〈m1|e−iq·C |m2〉c†m1
cm2 , (A.34)

which is identical for any LL. Therefore, the projected density, or the physical

density ρN(q) is given by

ρN(q) = FN(q)ρ̂(q). (A.35)

A.3.2 Pseudopotentials in graphene: the pseudospin structure

We now proceed to the calculation of pseudopotentials in graphene,

in particular, single-layer graphene. The single-particle LL reads ψσ(r) =

exp(iσK · r)χσ(r), where σ = ± labels the two valleys, and χσ(r) is

χ+(r) =
1√
2

∑
n,m

[
i
√

1 + δn,0〈r||n|,m〉
sgn(n)〈r||n| − 1,m〉

]
cn,m,+,

χ−(r) =
1√
2

∑
n,m

[
sgn(n)〈r||n| − 1,m〉
i
√

1 + δn,0〈r||n|,m〉

]
cn,m,−, (A.36)

The |n,m〉 is the non-relativistic one-particle states for a charged particles in

a perpendicular magnetic field, and n is the LL index for graphene. Note that

the structure of the n = 0 LL is special, because it is the only one that does

not contain a mixture of two non-relativistic LLs.

A.3.3 Projected density operator in graphene

We can now compute the projected density. We first consider the pro-

jection onto the state with N 6= 0,

ρN,σ1σ2 = ψ†N,σ1ψN,σ2 , (A.37)
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where ψN,σ indicates we will only keep the terms with cN,m,σ in the summation

in Eq. (A.36). For simplicity, we will omit the index N hereafter.

Due to the pseudospin structure, the projected density will be a matrix

in the pseudospin basis. The diagonal entry is given by

ρ++(q) = F++
N (q)ρ̂++(q), (A.38)

where the bare density is given by

ρ̂++(q) =
1

2π

∑
m1m2

〈m1|e−iq·C |m2〉c†m1
cm2 , (A.39)

and the form factor is

F++
N (q) =

1

2

[
LN

(
q2`2

2

)
+ LN−1

(
q2`2

2

)]
e−q

2`2/4. (A.40)

On the other hand, the off-diagonal entry is given by

ρ+−(q) = F+−
N (q)ρ̂+−(q), (A.41)

where the bare density is given by

ρ̂+−(q) =
1

2π

∑
m1m2

〈m1|e−iQ·C |m2〉c†m1
cm2 , (A.42)

where Q = q + 2K. The form factor F+−
N (q) is given by

F+−
N (q) =

isgn(N)

2

[
〈N − 1|e−iQ·R|N〉 − 〈N |e−iQ·R|N − 1〉

]
. (A.43)
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Appendix B

Form factors in quantum Hall ferromagnetism

In this appendix we are going to derive the expression for the form

factor of Landau levels, which plays a key role in treating electron-electron

interactions in the quantum Hall regime [8].

B.1 Derivations in the Landau gauge

In this section we are going to derive the form factor for Landau levels

in the Landau gauge. The single-particle LL wave function is given by

〈r|n2X2〉 =
1√
Ly
eiX2y/`2φn2(x−X2), (B.1)

where the function φn2(x−X2) is given by

φn2(x−X2) =
1

(
√
π`2n2n2!)1/2

e−(x−X2)2/`2Hn2 [(x− x2)/`]. (B.2)

The form factor is defined as

〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n2X2〉 =

∫ ∞
−∞

dxφn1(x−X1)φn2(x−X2)e
iqxxδX1,X2+qy`2 . (B.3)

This is obtained by inserting 1 =
∫
dr|r〉〈r| into the above equation and

completing the integration over y. It is further simplified as follows,

〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n2X2〉 =
1√

π`
√

2n1+n2n1!n2!

∫ ∞
−∞

d(z`)eiqx`ze−
1
2
[(z−z1)2+(z−z2)2]
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·Hn1(z − z1)Hn2(z − z2)δz1,z2+qy`,

where we have defined a dimensionless variable zi = Xi/`. To proceed, we first

deal with the argument of the two exponential functions,

−1

2
[(z − z1)2 + (z − z2)2] + iqx`z = −1

4
(q2x`

2 + q2y`
2) +

i

2
qx`(z1 + z2)− (z − z0)2,

where we have defined z0 = z2+(qy+iqx)`/2. Also it is convenient to introduce

a new variable Z = z − z0. As a result,

z0 − z2 = (qy + iqx)`/2, z0 − z1 = (−qy + iqx)`/2. (B.4)

The above form factor can be written formally as

〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n2X2〉 =
δX1,X2+qy`2√
π2n1+n2n1!n2!

e
i
2
qx(X1+X2)e−q

2`2/4I0, (B.5)

where q2 ≡ q2x + q2y . I0 will be the focus of our calculations below, given by

I0 =

∫ +∞

−∞
dZe−Z

2

Hn1(Z + z0 − z1)Hn2(Z + z0 − z2). (B.6)

To proceed further we note that

Hn(x+ y) =
n∑
k=0

(
n
k

)
Hk(x)(2y)n−k,

(
n
k

)
=

n!

k!(n− k)!
. (B.7)

The above integral is then rewritten as

I0 =

n1∑
k1=0

n2∑
k2=0

(
n1

k1

)(
n2

k2

)
(iqx`− qy`)n1−k1(iqx`+ qy`)

n2−k2
∫ ∞
−∞

dZHk1(Z)Hk2(Z)e−Z
2

.

We can then make use of the orthonormal relation of Hermite polynomials,∫ ∞
−∞

dze−z
2

Hk1(z)Hk2(z) =
√
π2k1k1!δk1k2 . (B.8)
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The expression for I0 is then simplified to

I0 =

n1∑
k1=0

n2∑
k2=0

(
n1

k1

)(
n2

k2

)
(iqx`− qy`)n1−k1(iqx`+ qy`)

n2−k2δk1k2
√
π2k1k1!.

(B.9)

We now assume that n1 ≥ n2, and use the delta function to kill one summation.

As a result, we have

I0 =
√
π(iqx`− qy`)n1−n2

n2∑
k=0

(
n1

k

)(
n2

k

)
2kk!(−q2`2)n2−k. (B.10)

Finally, we recall that the definition for the Laguerre polynomial is

L(α)
n (x) =

n∑
t=0

(−x)t

t!

(
n+ α
n− t

)
, (B.11)

which indicates that

Ln1−n2
n2

(q2`2/2) =

n2∑
t=0

(−q2`2/2)t

t!

(
n2 + n1 − n2

n2 − t

)
=

n2∑
k=0

(−q2`2/2)n2−k

(n2 − k)!

(
n1

k

)
.

(B.12)

In the last step we have changed the variable to k = n2−t. Now the expression

for I0 can be simplified as follows,

I0 =
√
π(iqx`− qy`)n1−n2

n2∑
k=0

(
n1

k

)
(−q2`2/2)n2−k

(n2 − k)!
· 2n2−k(n2 − k)!

(
n2

k

)
2kk!

=
√
π(iqx`− qy`)n1−n22n2n2!L

n1−n2
n2

(q2`2/2). (B.13)

Now if we consider the case with n1 < n2, the results in Eq. (B.9) are

rewritten as

I0 =
√
π(iqx`+ qy`)

n2−n1

n1∑
k=0

(
n1

k

)(
n2

k

)
2kk!(−q2`2)n1−k, (B.14)
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and similar results can be obtained.

If we insert the above results back to Eq. (B.5), we finally obtain for

n1 ≥ n2,

〈n1X1|eiq·rop |n2X2〉 = δX1,X2+qy`2e
i
2
qx(X1+X2)e−q

2`2/4

·
√
n2!

n1!

(
iqx`− qy`√

2

)n1−n2

Ln1−n2
n2

(q2`2/2),

while for n1 < n2 we have

〈n1X1|eiq·rop|n2X2〉 = δX1,X2+qy`2e
i
2
qx(X1+X2)e−q

2`2/4

·
√
n1!

n2!

(
iqx`+ qy`√

2

)n2−n1

Ln2−n1
n1

(q2`2/2).

B.2 Derivations in the symmetric gauge

We now derive the same result in the symmetric gauge. We first define

a complex number q that represents the 2D momentum,

q̃ = `(ηqx + iη−1qy). (B.15)

Also we define the complex number R that represents the relative vector R as

R̃ =
1

2`
(η−1Rx + iηRy) =

i√
2
a. (B.16)

Therefore, the argument of the exponent is given by

q ·R = qxRx + qyRy = q̃R̃∗ + q̃∗R̃

=
i√
2

(q̃∗a− q̃a†). (B.17)
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Therefore, the exponent in the form factor can be decomposed into two parts,

e−iq·R = e
i√
2
(q̃∗a−q̃a†)

= exp

[−q̃a†√
2

]
exp

[
q̃∗a√

2

]
e−|q̃|

2/4, (B.18)

where we have used the identity that when [A,B] is a c-number,

eA+B = eBeAe[A,B]/2, (B.19)

The form factor can now be evaluated to be

FN(q) =
1

N !
〈0|aNe−q̃a†/

√
2eq̃
∗a/
√
2
(
a†
)N |0〉e−|q̃|2/4.

For the lowest LL (N = 0), it is found that

F0(q) = e−|q̃|
2/4. (B.20)

In the limit of η = 1, it reduces to the familiar result F0(q) = e−q
2`2/4. Note

the difference between |q̃|2 and q2, where the latter is q2 = q2x + q2y. In general,

the form factor is given by

FN(q) = LN

( |q̃|2
2

)
e−|q̃|

2/4, (B.21)

where LN(x) is the Laguerre polynomial.
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